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 Acquisitions 
Geomagic Acquires Sensable 3D Design and Haptics Businesses 
11 April 2012 

Geomagic® completed an acquisition of Sensable Technology Inc.’s ® 3D design and haptics 
businesses. Sensable®, of Wilmington, Mass., is a leading developer of volumetric CAD/CAM 
solutions, and the inventor of Phantom® force-feedback haptic devices that simulate the physical 
sensation of touch in the virtual world. 
This acquisition expands Geomagic’s vision to advance and apply 3D technology for the benefit of 
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humanity. “Geomagic specializes in capturing digital data from the real world and real people. Now we 
can add the sensation of touch as well; Sight and feel are two major human sensibilities that enhance the 
design experience.” Said Ping Fu, CEO of Geomagic. “For Geomagic customers, Sensable solutions are 
a natural extension for modeling and enhancing the scan data from Geomagic; for Sensable customers, 
starting with a scanned model rather than blank screen makes it far easier and faster to start a design, 
requires less time to sculpt the 3D model, and the finished designs can be exchanged into CAD surfaces 
using the Geomagic family of software. The synergies will be a tremendous value to existing and new 
customers.” 
Sensable has a range of voxel-based 3D design software including the FreeForm® and ClayTools® 
solutions. The combination of voxel-based software and haptic input creates an intuitive, tactile and 
precise user experience for sculpting “virtual clay.” Some of the Sensable 3D design solutions also 
include tools for preparing digital models for manufacturing (particularly for mold and casting 
production methods) including draft analysis and complex parting line creation. 
Geomagic software creates digital models from physical parts to be used in design and engineering 
workflows, archiving and the visual arts. The products from the combined companies encompass much 
broader design-to-manufacture workflows with added freedom to allow product designers, engineers and 
innovators to design in very natural and intuitive ways. 
The customer-base of the combined company includes almost every major worldwide manufacturer 
resulting in a strong installed base of users, many of whom already use both Geomagic and Sensable 
solutions. Medical research customers and OEMs are also a significant segment of the Sensable haptics 
customer base. 
Geomagic will continue to support Phantom haptic input devices, further develop Freeform design and 
manufacturing solutions, and the developer’s API for haptics research. Geomagic will retain Sensable’s 
operations and employees in the Boston area giving the company a strategic Northeast location where 
we plan to hire additional employees. “Customers and partners of Sensable can continue to expect the 
same high quality service, support and product development they have always received, which will now 
be infused with the innovation and investment in R&D for which Geomagic is renowned,” says Tom 
Kurke, President and COO of Geomagic. 
In addition to the product portfolio, Geomagic is also acquiring the majority of Sensable’s considerable 
patent portfolio, which extends across haptic device designs and applications and voxel-based modeling. 
Sensable’s dental products are not included in this acquisition. 
To read more about this acquisition, please visit Frequently Asked Questions on the acquisition of 
Sensable by Geomagic. (PDF) 

Click here to return to Contents 

SAP to Acquire Syclo, Extends Leadership in Mobilizing the Enterprise 
10 April 2012 

SAP AG announced plans to acquire Syclo, a leading provider of enterprise mobile applications and 
technologies. The addition of Syclo's expertise in building and selling mobile solutions in industries 
such as utilities, oil & gas, life sciences and manufacturing will immediately enhance SAP mobile 
solutions. It will also accelerate the adoption and deployment of new mobile asset management and field 
service solutions on Sybase® Unwired Platform, part of the SAP® mobile platform and the company's 

http://www.geomagic.com/download_file/view/2022/5836/
http://www.geomagic.com/download_file/view/2022/5836/
http://www.sap.com/
http://www.syclo.com/
http://www.sap.com/solutions/technology/enterprise-mobility/index.epx
http://www.sap.com/solutions/technology/enterprise-mobility/index.epx
http://www.sybase.com/products/mobileenterprise/sybaseunwiredplatform
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infrastructure for developing and managing mobile apps. The announcement was made at a press 
conference held this morning in San Francisco. 
"With this acquisition, SAP adds momentum to our already powerful mobile portfolio, advancing our 
vision and leadership while accelerating our mobile apps,” said Sanjay Poonen, president, Global 
Solutions, SAP. " Syclo brings both domain-savvy expertise and industry-leading solutions, as 
recognized by customers and analysts. This will drive innovation and mobility in the workplace." 
Focusing exclusively on enterprise mobility solutions, Syclo has more than 600 customers in 39 
countries across all major asset and mobile-intensive industries. An established SAP partner, Syclo 
offers mobile apps that help companies extend business systems to a wide range of mobile devices and 
users. Syclo's expertise and technology offers a mature set of applications that complement SAP in key 
mobile areas such as enterprise asset management (EAM), field services, inventory management and 
approvals/workflow, and represents a significant growth opportunity for SAP. Following the close of the 
transaction, Syclo apps will be integrated with the SAP mobile platform and SAP® Afaria® for mobile 
device management and security.  
"Syclo and SAP have cultivated a strong partnership, and today's announcement is the next step in 
delivering a fully-integrated mobile platform and enterprise application portfolio to both Syclo and SAP 
customers," said Rich Padula, CEO, Syclo. "Together, we will expand and accelerate our ability to help 
businesses run better through mobility." 

Enterprise Apps to Unwire the Enterprise  
As companies increasingly enable their employees to do more of their work on smart and "ruggedized" 
devices, t he combination of SAP and Syclo promises businesses a growing selection of enterprise-grade 
mobile apps. Building on Syclo's Smart Mobile Applications Suite and SAP® Business Suite software, 
the combined companies will serve traditional mobile employees as well as an increasing number of 
employees in other roles who are embracing smart devices in the workplace. The infusion of expertise 
from both Syclo and its partner network to the open SAP ecosystem will increase opportunities for co-
innovation, creating new solutions for customers and opportunities for partners in markets around the 
world. 
Upon receipt of applicable regulatory approvals and satisfaction of certain other conditions, SAP will 
acquire 100 percent of Syclo's equity. Syclo's solutions will become part of the SAP mobile solution 
portfolio, and Syclo's employees will join SAP. Financial terms of the deal were not disclosed. The 
transaction is expected to close in the second quarter of 2012. 

Click here to return to Contents 

CIMdata News 
CIMdata Announces Frank Popielas of Dana Holding Corporation to Keynote at PLM Road Map™ 
2012 
12 April 2012 

CIMdata, Inc., the leading global Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) consulting and research firm 
announces that Frank Popielas, Dana Holding Corporation’s Manager of Advanced Engineering, will 
make a keynote presentation at PLM Road Map™ 2012, which will take place at The Inn at St. John’s, 
outside of Detroit, on October 2 and 3. 

http://bit.ly/I7XQ5L
http://bit.ly/I7XQ5L
http://www.sybase.com/products/mobileenterprise/afaria
http://www.sap.com/solutions/business-suite/index.epx
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The current challenging and constantly changing state of industry requires the refinement and 
redefinition of the standard engineering approach in order to be competitive, while at the same time 
improving quality and performance of the products produced. In particular, the automotive industry is 
undergoing a significant transformation with new players from emerging markets challenging traditional 
market leaders. In such an intensely competitive environment, OEMs are increasingly demanding their 
suppliers provide sophisticated technology solutions, guarantee quality, and provide global support, all 
while meeting the cost demands imposed by the consumer. This scenario is not unique to automotive 
suppliers and is repeated in a number of other industry segments. The main question every automotive 
supplier has to answer for itself is; what part of its work makes a real difference in winning profitable 
business. Quite often for traditional product lines the product itself becomes a commodity, and the 
engineering support structure starts to become the competitive differentiator. How to best leverage this 
engineering expertise, and extend the asset directly to the customer for competitive advantage, becomes 
the critical question. 
In his keynote address, “Simulation-Driven Engineering: The Future of Product Development,” Frank 
Popielas will focus on the future of product development and how simulation-driven engineering 
provides a sustained competitive advantage for those who enable it. Additionally, insight will be 
provided into the key role simulation governance is expected to play in the future of product 
development and systems engineering, and which best practices need to be defined to get the most out of 
this emerging area of PLM. 
PLM Road Map™ 2012 is the must-attend event for industry executives and PLM practitioners 
globally—providing independent education and a collaborative networking environment where ideas, 
trends, experiences, and relationships critical to the industry germinate and take root. It is a strategic 
conference focused on how companies are successfully employing PLM strategies and enabling 
solutions to meet challenging product development, manufacturing, and deployment issues. PLM Road 
Map™ 2012 is a two-day event that will challenge attendees to shift their current thinking to a new level 
in a series of presentations focusing on the global transformation of product development and innovation 
processes. PLM Road Map™ 2012 is the leading international event that helps companies leverage 
cross-disciplinary and cross-industry knowledge and feedback to smooth and speed their PLM journey. 
For information on PLM Road Map™ 2012 visit our website at 
http://plmforesight.cimdata.com/index.cfm?content=include_conference12.cfm  

About Frank Popielas, Manager of Advanced Engineering in the Power Technologies Group of 
Dana Holding Corporation 
Frank Popielas is Manager of Advanced Engineering in the Power Technologies Group of Dana Holding 
Corporation (Dana). In this role, Frank is responsible for the global CAE activities of the group and the 
development of new advanced materials and generations of their products and engineering approaches. 
Frank also leads Dana’s CAE Council which is responsible for setting Dana’s CAE strategy including 
basic activities and infrastructure. 
Frank started his career with Dana as a member of the Sealing Products Group in Germany. While in 
Germany he worked as a project engineer in the R&D center and was responsible for the MLS team in 
the development of the FEA capabilities in the Victor Reinz Group. He relocated to the United States in 
1999. 
Frequently published in periodicals in Germany, India, Russia, and the United States, Frank is the holder 
of around 30 patents. He is also a member of the NAFEMS North America steering committee. 

http://plmforesight.cimdata.com/index.cfm?content=include_conference12.cfm%20
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Frank holds a Master of Science degree in engineering from the Technological University in Moscow, 
Russia. His major was in theoretical physics for metals and his thesis was on high temperature super 
conductors. 

About CIMdata 
CIMdata, a leading independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize 
an enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 
Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solutions. Since its founding in 1983, CIMdata has delivered 
world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-practice methods on PLM solutions. These solutions 
incorporate both business processes and a wide-ranging set of PLM enabling technologies. 
CIMdata works with both industrial organizations and suppliers of technologies and services seeking 
competitive advantage in the global economy. In addition to consulting, CIMdata conducts research, 
provides PLM-focused subscription services, and produces several commercial publications. The 
company also provides industry education through PLM certificate programs, seminars, and conferences 
worldwide. CIMdata serves clients around the world from offices in North America, Europe, and Asia-
Pacific. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website at http://www.CIMdata.com or 
contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48108, USA. Tel: +1 (734) 668-9922. 
Fax: +1 (734) 668-1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV Weert, The Netherlands. Tel: +31 (0) 495 533 
666. 

Click here to return to Contents 

New Poll: How do you use PLM to facilitate product services? 
We’d like to hear from you. Please take a few minutes to VOTE in our brief opinion poll.  

The results of these polls are tabulated as you vote. The results are completely anonymous. 

We received this poll from one of our readers. If you have a suggestion for a poll you'd like to see 
contact us at info@cimdata.com. 

Click here to return to Contents 

2012: The PLM Tipping Point? (Opinion Poll Results) 
13 April 2012 

 
CIMdata Commentary: 
What we learn from this poll is that more companies are planning on maintaining or increasing their 

http://www.cimdata.com/
http://www.cimdata.com/polls/polls.html
mailto:info@cimdata.com
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PLM activities in 2012 than not; by far - nearly 80% versus 21%. This is very good news on two counts. 
First, it suggests that PLM strategies are in place at most companies, and that those companies continue 
to invest. Second, it indicates that the economy for companies using PLM continues to improve as they 
are continuing to commit resources to their PLM initiatives. CIMdata's recent release of the PLM market 
numbers (PLM supplier revenues) for 2011 supports this as well, showing growth in the key 
comprehensive PLM space in excess of 15%, well above CIMdata's own market growth expectations. 
For more information please visit http://www.cimdata.com/. 
NOTE: The results of these polls are anecdotal, not scientific. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Company News 
Applied Software Named Autodesk's Top North American Reseller in Marketing 
10 April 2012 

Applied Software, a Building Information Modeling (BIM) services provider as well as a provider of 
Autodesk 2D and 3D CAD products and services, announced that it has been inducted into the 2012 
Autodesk Platinum Club and named the Top North American Reseller in Marketing. Autodesk, Inc. 
selected 36 Value Added Resellers (VARs) and Value Added Distributors (VADs) from 24 countries for 
induction into the exclusive club during its One Team Conference (OTC), an annual global channel 
partner event. Applied Software was chosen due to its strong marketing and sales performance and 
commitment to customer service during the Autodesk 2012 fiscal year. 
Autodesk further selected its Platinum Club Partners based on their success in driving the adoption of 
3D design software and how well they've consistently helped customers take advantage of Autodesk's 
3D design, engineering and entertainment software to design, visualize and simulate their ideas, while 
solving critical business problems. Partners must demonstrate what it means to be a trusted adviser to 
Autodesk users and offer strong abilities in promoting, demonstrating, installing and supporting 
Autodesk products. 
"It's a high honor to once again be counted as one of the premier Autodesk resellers worldwide," said 
Richard Burroughs, president, Applied Software. "We've worked diligently for thirty years to serve our 
customers through expert service, support, consulting and training to help them maximize the benefits of 
Autodesk solutions across industries." 
Applied Software was named North American Platinum Reseller of the Year in 2011, one of numerous 
Platinum recognitions it has received since 1982.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Atos Receives 2012 SAP® Pinnacle Award as Sustainability Partner of the Year 
11 April 2012 

Atos, an international IT services company, announced it is the recipient of a 2012 SAP® Pinnacle 
award as the Sustainability Partner of the Year. SAP Pinnacle awards are presented annually to the top 
SAP partners that have excelled in developing and growing their partnership with SAP and driving 
customer success. Winners were selected based on over 150 nominations in 22 categories received from 

http://www.cimdata.com/
http://www.asti.com/
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partners and SAP employees. 
“We are delighted to have won the 2012 SAP Pinnacle award in the sustainability category,” said 
Philippe Mareine, EVP general secretary, in charge of Corporate and Social Responsibility at Atos. 
“This award recognizes Atos and SAP’s shared vision to improve the sustainability of both our internal 
operations and those of our customers. At Atos we believe that IT is a key engine for sustainable growth 
and progress for companies, organizations and society at large.” 
The SAP Pinnacle awards recognize the leading SAP partners across a wide variety of categories, 
including resellers, OEMs, sustainability, technology, support, services and outsourcing. They 
underscore SAP’s commitment to a sound ecosystem strategy, which SAP recognizes as a key driver in 
delivering unmatched value to customers and enabling SAP to reach its business goals. 
“As a winner of a 2012 SAP Pinnacle award, we recognize and congratulate Atos for its outstanding 
achievement in delivering strong value to our mutual customers and for its commitment to partnering 
with SAP,” said Eric Duffaut, president, Global Ecosystem and Channels, SAP. “SAP has chosen to be 
an open innovator, with customers’ success as the ultimate goal. Through close collaboration with our 
expanding partner ecosystem, SAP provides customers with choice and value second to none. Together, 
we help our customers adopt innovations easily, gain results rapidly, grow sustainably and ultimately 
run better with SAP solutions.” 
With this award, SAP recognizes Atos’ track record in support of SAP sustainability solutions and 
thought leadership. The iEHS iPad application for the SAP Environment, Health, and Safety 
Management application (search for iEHS on Apple’s App Store) and its QuickStart offering in support 
of the SAP BusinessObjects™ Sustainability Performance Management analytic application are two 
examples of unique offerings available from Atos. These are complemented by Atos’ broad portfolio of 
fixed-price, rapid-implementation services for SAP sustainability and compliance products suitable for 
organizations of all sizes across all sectors. 
Atos announced its strengthened collaboration in sustainability with SAP last year by rolling out SAP 
BusinessObjects Sustainability Performance Management to its offices across 48 countries to help 
achieve its sustainability goals. With this solution, Atos can quickly and cost-effectively collect relevant 
information, compile disclosures and create reports that help ensure its operations map to corporate 
social responsibility objectives. Atos offers this service to its customers worldwide, and a first contract 
for implementation of SAP BusinessObjects Sustainability Performance Management was signed 
recently with Grifols, a Spanish multinational pharmaceutical company. 
As a recipient of a 2012 SAP Pinnacle award, Atos has also been invited to participate in the SAP 
Leadership Forum at SAPPHIRE® NOW, SAP’s international customer conference being held in 
Orlando, Fla., May 14 – 16. During the forum, winners will receive their 2012 SAP Pinnacle awards. 
The SAP Leadership Forum will bring together an exclusive group of executives from SAP’s top 
customers, prospects and partner organizations, providing an opportunity to network and exchange 
business ideas. Visit Atos at SAPPHIRE NOW, where it will be exhibiting in booth 2309. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Autodesk Software Helps Invent Products on ‘Everyday Edisons’ TV Series 
10 April 2012 

Autodesk, Inc. is teaming with “Everyday Edisons,” the Emmy and Telly award-winning TV series on 
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American innovation, to supply its design software for the series showcasing product invention.  
Season 4 of “Everyday Edisons” follows 11 modern inventors through the process of creating their latest 
inventions. The series goes behind the scenes in the product development process, from initial concept 
design to finished product manufacturing. The “Everyday Edisons” Design team helps to create each of 
the inventor’s products, showing viewers along the way what it takes to bring an idea to life for 
consumers. “Everyday Edisons” is distributed by American Public Television, which began feeding the 
series to nationwide public television stations on April 7.  
“I am thrilled to work with this season’s inventors and help deliver their visions to the marketplace,” 
said Daniel Bizzell, senior vice president, Design, “Everyday Edisons.” “Autodesk Product Design Suite 
software provides me the speed and flexibility to make quick changes to products as they are developed, 
which is key as these concepts go through quite a few iterations before being finalized.”  
Autodesk design, visualization and simulation technology helps save time and money by helping 
designers and manufacturers throughout the design process, so they can validate designs before they are 
built.  
Specifically, the Autodesk Product Design Suite featuring Autodesk Inventor software helps drive 
innovation with integrated, discipline-specific tools and workflows built for Digital Prototyping.  
”American inventors that turn great ideas into reality can be found in some truly unexpected places,” 
said Buzz Kross, senior vice president, Design, Lifecycle and Simulation at Autodesk. “We’re thrilled to 
see our technology applied with ingenuity in the new season of ‘Everyday Edisons.’”  
The ‘Everyday Edisons’ featured on Season 4 were selected from thousands to have their inventions 
developed by the “Everyday Edisons” team and turned into dynamic retail-ready products. Inventions 
featured on Season 4 of the show span a broad range of product categories, from medical solutions to 
household innovations and fitness devices. For more information about the series, visit 
http://www.everydayedisons.com.  

About Everyday Edisons  
“Everyday Edisons” premiered on PBS in 2007 to educate viewers about what it takes to transform an 
idea into a product sold on store shelves. “Everyday Edisons” features ordinary people as their original 
ideas are transformed into retail-ready products. For more information and a short trailer of the series, 
visit http://www.everydayedisons.com. For show airdates and times, visit http://www.APTonline.org or 
contact your local public television affiliate. 

Click here to return to Contents 

AVEVA Supports Young Maritime Engineers 
12 April 2012 

AVEVA announced it is giving young maritime engineers and engineering students the opportunity to 
attend the Royal Institution of Naval Architects (RINA) Annual Dinner being held on 17 April 2012 at 
the Lancaster London Hotel, London, UK. 

“We annually support the RINA dinner and this year we are giving young engineers and engineering 
students the opportunity to join a table at this prestigious event”, said Fredy Ktourza, Senior Vice 
President - West EMEA, AVEVA. “This is an excellent opportunity to reaffirm our commitment to 
RINA, as well as provide on-going support to the UK marine industry. It is important that new entrants 

http://www.everydayedisons.com./
http://www.everydayedisons.com/
http://www.aptonline.org/
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have the chance to meet and network with key industry figures. The candidates have been nominated by 
RINA and AVEVA's UK Marine customer base. This is part of AVEVA’s larger Academic Initiative to 
support technical education institutions with software and certified training programmes. We hope those 
selected to attend the RINA dinner have a great evening and gain valuable awareness of the industry”. 
Trevor Blakeley, Chief Executive of RINA welcomed AVEVA’s annual participation, “AVEVA have 
long-supported RINA at its annual dinner and we are delighted that they will continue to do so this year 
while also enabling young maritime engineers to meet senior industry professionals. This year, the 
principal speakers will be Mr. Koji Sekimizu, Secretary-General of the International Maritime 
Organization, and the Rev'd Tom Heffer, Secretary-General of the Mission to Seafarers”. 
AVEVA's educational partners range from local vocational training centres to the world’s prestigious 
postgraduate academies. Common to all is a dedication to developing engineering skills that can be 
applied directly in the plant or maritime industries. To learn more visit http://www.aveva.com/academic. 

Click here to return to Contents 

CSC Launches a Business Partner Programme 
8 April 2012 

CSC announced the formation of a new Business Partner Programme designed to accelerate CSC’s 
penetration in existing markets and to help nurture new markets. CSC’s worldwide Business Partners are 
authorised to resell CSC’s structural calculation software and building design software in return for 
attractive commission and structured support. This further underlines CSC’s global expansion plans 
following its recent and significant organic growth into new continents including the Americas, Africa 
and India as well as being industry standard within the UK. 

The Business Partner Programme is open to both individuals and businesses worldwide and is structured 
to offer different tiers to match different levels of commitment from the Business Partner. Not only do 
Business Partners benefit from a lucrative commission structure, they will also receive dedicated 
account management and free access to training, technical papers and sales support from CSC’s 
structural engineers. 

Mark Roberts, CEO at CSC says, “Our products enable engineers to design to a range of international 
design codes, and can easily be sold and supported in countries where we don’t have a local presence. 
Following numerous approaches from prospective Business Partners, in particular from our emerging 
markets, we have formalised our offering to help us gain further market share globally. 

As a forward thinking and innovative company we are looking for likeminded individuals and 
companies with strong commercial acumen and a structural engineering background to promote our 
software both confidently and professionally.” 

CSC is actively looking for Business Partners from around the globe and offer varying levels of 
partnership depending on suitability and commitment. Visit their Business Partner section to discover 
more or download an information pack. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Gerber Presents FIDM Graduate with webPDM Achievement Award 
12 April 2012 

http://www.aveva.com/academic
http://www.cscworld.com/Business-partner-programme.aspx
http://www.cscworld.com/Business-partner-programme/CSC-Business-Partner-Info.aspx
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Recently, Gerber Technology presented its webPDM® Achievement Award at FIDM (Fashion Institute 
of Design and Merchandising) in Los Angeles, Calif. during the graduate thesis presentation event for 
the school’s International Manufacturing and Product Development Advanced Study Program. Each 
year, Gerber Technology recognizes one student who best demonstrates outstanding applied 
understanding and use of Gerber’s webPDM product data management software in the preparation of 
his/her thesis. FIDM graduating student, Breanna Broach, earned this year’s award. FIDM’s Advanced 
Study Program in International Manufacturing and Product Development is a comprehensive program 
that immerses the student in all phases of the product development cycle -- from the initial concept and 
design of the product, through technical design, sourcing, costing, production, and marketing to the 
consumer.  
The nine-month partnership, which includes trips to Europe and Asia for research and trend shopping, 
ends with thesis presentations, where students reveal their collections and share their experiences with 
family, friends and potential employers. Students developed this year’s collection in collaboration with 
The Cherokee Group, an American lifestyle brand. 
Students at FIDM have been using Gerber’s webPDM software for more than 10 years and Gerber’s 
AccuMark pattern design, grading and marking software for the last two decades.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Intergraph® Releases Video on How to Generate Plans Using New CADWorx® DraftPro™ 
Intelligent 2D Plant Design Solution 
12 April 2012 

Intergraph has published a new video that demonstrates how to generate plans using CADWorx 
DraftPro, its new intelligent AutoCAD®-based 2D plant design and layout solution that is available free 
via download at http://www.cadworxdraftpro.com. This fifth CADWorx DraftPro video and others are 
at http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL7E40D63706F54141. 

Always 100% free via download, CADWorx DraftPro is also 100% CADWorx, using the same piping 
specifications as CADWorx Plant Professional and working with all supported versions of AutoCAD. If 
a user at some point decides to move to 3D design, the user can convert CADWorx DraftPro 
specifications to CADWorx Plant Professional at that time. 

CADWorx DraftPro is specification driven and comes with hundreds of ready-to-use specifications in 
metric and imperial formats and over 60,000 piping components. Users can quickly and easily generate 
components on-the-fly as they are needed, and the built-in intelligence takes the guesswork out of 
placing piping components. Items easily connect and piping automatically breaks when the designer 
inserts components. With CADWorx DraftPro, the designer can quickly draw elevations and sections of 
layouts and produce accurate, customizable bills of material of the design. The software comes with 
multiple languages and the files can be easily adapted to any language. 

For information on Intergraph CADWorx visit http://www.intergraph.com/products/ppm/cadworx. For 
information on Intergraph's analysis products visit http://www.intergraph.com/ppm/analysis.aspx. 

Click here to return to Contents 

http://www.gerbertechnology.com/en-us/solutions/apparelretail/productdatamanagement/
http://www.gerbertechnology.com/en-us/solutions/apparelretail/productdesign/accumark.aspx
http://www.cadworxdraftpro.com/
http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL7E40D63706F54141
http://www.intergraph.com/products/ppm/cadworx
http://www.intergraph.com/ppm/analysis.aspx
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PACIFICAD Joins the GRAITEC Reseller Network to Promote the Advance Suite in Five Major US 
States 
10 April 2012 

GRAITEC announces a new distribution agreement with PacifiCAD Inc., a leading CAD company in 
the Pacific Northwest of the United States of America. The partnership agreement signed between the 
two companies entitles PacifiCAD Inc. to promote, distribute and support the GRAITEC Advance Suite 
in five states: Alaska, Idaho, Montana, Oregon and Washington. 
Established in 1989, PacifiCAD is an independent and a privately owned company, and a leader in 
providing innovative technology solutions and services to engineering companies and industries in the 
Pacific Northwest of the United States. 

PacifiCAD is dedicated to technical support, educational training and fanatical customer service to the 
AEC, Civil, Manufacturing and Plant industries. 

GRAITEC and PACIFICAD share the goal of bringing to the US market competitive technology 
solutions which will increase their customer productivity for steel and concrete structural design, 
modeling and detailing. The GRAITEC Advance suite also includes Advance Design America that 
provides users a solution for analysis & design of reinforced concrete and steel structures, and 
automated creation of design reports. 

Hugo Michaud, GRAITEC North America Sales Director, comments: "I am very pleased to welcome 
PacifiCAD into our VAR channel. This is an exciting time for GRAITEC as we keep expanding across 
North America. I was very impressed by the professionalism of the PacifiCAD sales and technical 
teams. Through this new partnership, we are given the opportunity to target the Pacific Northwest 
market and develop our leadership in the BIM market." 

Michael Schumacher, VP Operation of PacifiCAD Inc., adds: "GRAITEC offers a suite of tools that 
automates tedious structural detailing, design & engineering tasks. In comparison to the competitive 
offerings, we feel Advance Steel will establish a strong presence in the Pacific Northwest." 

Click here to return to Contents 

Sescoi’s New Subsidiary in Brazil is Officially Opened 
12 April 2012 

Sescoi’s new subsidiary, Sescoi Brasil, was officially launched at a reception on 28th March at the 
Sofitel Hotel in São Paulo, coinciding with a celebration lunch held at the Industrie show in Paris to 
mark the company’s “Silver Jubilee”. 
In São Paulo for the occasion, Sescoi President, Bruno Marko welcomed many of the company’s 
Brazilian customers and partners to the reception. Guests included journalists, managers from machine 
tool and cutting tool companies and representatives from Volkswagen who use both Sescoi’s WorkNC 
CADCAM and its WorkXPlore 3D high speed 3D viewer. 
Bruno Marko said, “Our expansion in South America coincides with our 25th anniversary. Our 
philosophy from the outset has been to produce advanced yet easy-to-use software solutions for 
manufacturers of components, molds and tools for high tech applications in market sectors such as 
automotive, aerospace, consumer electronics, medical and dental. 

http://www.graitec.com/en/products.asp
http://www.graitec.com/en/products.asp
http://www.graitec.com/en/ada.asp
http://www.graitec.com/en/world.asp
http://www.sescoi.com/products/worknc/
http://www.sescoi.com/products/worknc/
http://www.workxplore-3d.com/
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We pioneered automated 3D CADCAM in 1987 and still maintain our lead through heavy investment in 
R&D which has resulted in many industry firsts and award winning innovation. Today, nearly every 
automotive OEM and its associated supply chain, world-wide, uses WorkNC, as do leading companies 
such as Eurocopter, Samsung, Whirlpool, Calor and Miel. 
As a rapidly growing economy, Brazil is a very important future market for us. Opening our own office 
here and building an extensive network of distributors and partners across the country will enable us to 
offer our customers even better service and support.” 
Sescoi will be demonstrating the latest versions of its software in the French Pavilion at the Mecânica 
2012 trade fair in Sao Paulo from 22nd to 26th May. Guests at the recent Sescoi Brasil launch enjoyed a 
preview of the advances which include parallel processing in WorkNC CADCAM, delivering up to ten-
fold speed improvements, new and powerful Auto 5 strategies which greatly simplify and automate 5-
axis programming, and intelligent roughing and machining algorithms which minimize wasted 
movement and automatically recognize flat areas of the component for high efficiency cutting. 
WorkXPlore 3D version 3 provides the very latest technology for viewing sharing and analyzing design 
and manufacturing data around a business and its supply chain. Its simple graphic user interface 
interprets faceted mesh models such as STL, as well as solid and surface models from the vast majority 
of CAD systems. New highly accurate algorithms make for precise analysis of functions such as volume 
and undercut angles, while multi-project management allows the user to manage several different 
projects in parallel. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Siemens PLM Software Receives General Motors Supplier of the Year Award for the Fourth Time 
10 April 2012 

Siemens PLM Software announced it has received the 2011 General Motors Supplier of the Year Award 
at a ceremony held March 13th at the Detroit Institute of Arts. GM cited the important role that Siemens 
PLM Software has played in the automaker’s efforts to design, build and sell the world’s best vehicles. 
This is the fourth time the global supplier of product lifecycle management (PLM) software has won this 
award, which rates suppliers in a variety of categories including quality, service, technology, and price. 

“Siemens PLM Software’s partnership, and dedication to consistently perform above expectations, 
contributed to both our companies’ success,” said GM executive, Timothy Cox. “The entire GM team 
appreciates the efforts of the Siemens PLM Software team and wants to recognize the entire 
organization for its performance.” 

“After working so closely with the incredible team at GM to thoroughly understand their requirements 
and deliver the solutions they need to build some of the world’s best cars and trucks, it is particularly 
gratifying to be named a 2011 General Motors Supplier of the Year,” said Chuck Grindstaff, CEO and 
president, Siemens PLM Software. “We know that understanding our customers and the industries they 
serve has helped us formulate a unique and practical vision for PLM that has contributed to the 
unmatched growth and momentum we are experiencing in the global automotive industry. So we want to 
thank General Motors for this award and for their partnership. We are truly honored to have been 
selected from such a prestigious list of IT suppliers, and we look forward to continuing to contribute to 
the remarkable resurgence and excitement of the new GM.” 
Siemens PLM Software supplies General Motors with a comprehensive set of integrated software, 

http://www.mecanica.com.br/en/
http://www.sescoi.com/products/worknc/worknc-5-axis/
http://www.siemens.com/plm
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services and expertise to help automate their entire product lifecycle process. The offerings in use at GM 
include, but are not limited to, NX™ software for computer-aided design, manufacturing and 
engineering analysis, Teamcenter® software for digital lifecycle management, and Tecnomatix® 
software for digital manufacturing automation and simulation. 

Broad automotive leadership, unmatched momentum 
Siemens PLM Software states it has experienced momentum and established a leadership position in the 
global automotive industry by adding several prominent automotive original equipment manufacturers 
(OEMs) and suppliers to its customer base over the past several years. Its technology is now used 
throughout product development and manufacturing by more than 90 percent of the world’s top 15 
automotive OEMs and nearly 90 percent of the top 25 Tier One auto suppliers. In fact, Siemens PLM 
Software technology is used in the development of more than 80 percent of all the vehicles produced 
worldwide by all 47 of the world’s top OEMs ranked by the International Organization of Motor Vehicle 
Manufacturers (OICA). 

Click here to return to Contents 

SIMPOE Announces Sales & Marketing Distribution Agreement with Dassault Systèmes SolidWorks 
2 April 2012 

SIMPOE SAS announced that it has entered into a Sales & Marketing distribution agreement with 
Dassault Systèmes SolidWorks Corp. (DS SolidWorks). 

Under this agreement, SIMPOE will develop and maintain the new SolidWorks® Plastics simulation 
software product line, which is being launched today. SIMPOE will continue to sell its existing 
advanced products – SimpoeWorks MFG and SimpoeWorks TOOL - through its authorized reseller 
channel. Those products run fully embedded inside of SolidWorks, giving SolidWorks Plastics users an 
opportunity to upgrade to more in-depth analyses without ever having to leave their familiar SolidWorks 
3D environment. 

 “Since its inception, SIMPOE has focused on developing plastics injection molding simulation software 
targeted at mainstream designers,” said Bertrand Sicot, CEO SolidWorks. He continued, “I am 
extremely pleased with this partnership, which validates our advanced technology by one of the major 
players in the 3D CAD world”, said Alain DUBOIS, SIMPOE’s CEO and President. He continued “We 
will leverage our combined strengths to bring plastics product designers and mold makers fast, accurate 
and easy-to-use tools to help them optimize the design of their plastic parts and injection molds.” 

SIMPOE software products are available as stand-alone solutions, or fully embedded into major CAD 
software such as SolidWorks from Dassault Systèmes SolidWorks Corp., Creo™ from PTC or 
SolidEdge from SIEMENS corporation. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Vuuch Delivers Record Growth and Customer Expansion, Adds Distribution Partners 
12 April 2012 

Grows Bookings More Than 400 Percent Year over Year, Signs Agreements with TriStar and 3HTi 
Vuuch announced more than 400 percent growth in bookings for the first quarter of 2012, in a year over 

http://www.plm.automation.siemens.com/en_us/products/nx/index.shtml
http://www.plm.automation.siemens.com/en_us/products/teamcenter/index.shtml
http://www.plm.automation.siemens.com/en_us/products/tecnomatix/index.shtml
http://www.simpoe.com/
http://www.vuuch.com/
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year comparison. 
The record growth was further accentuated by reseller agreements entered into with TriStar, PTC's 
largest North American reseller, and 3HTi, a well-established PTC reseller based in New Jersey. The 
Vuuch solution is a natural complement to the PLM product lines carried by these partners. Vuuch also 
enters the 2nd quarter with strong momentum and increased industry awareness given a recent report by 
a leading market analysis firm and the release of Vuuch™ V5, with continued, accelerated growth as 
customers move from project level to enterprise deployment. 
"Social technologies provide significant benefits for customers looking to better support how work gets 
done on enterprise deliverables," said Paul Cunningham, VP Sales, Marketing and Business 
Development of Vuuch. "Vuuch puts the power of social to work, eliminating the email mess, driving 
actionable outcomes on projects, and delivering substantial ROI, by connecting people based on the 
work they share. In addition, Vuuch's cloud delivery model empowers organizations to maximize budget 
dollars, immediately implement and train users, and reduce risk, without the capital expenditures and 
implementation costs associated with on-premises software tools." 
"TriStar and 3HTi are two outstanding partners, with significant customer bases and knowledge of 
deploying enterprise PLM solutions," said Cunningham. "Customers see a significant opportunity for 
Enterprise Social capabilities to complete the vision of PLM/CRM/ERP and other structured toolsets by 
leveraging deliverable-centric social technology to complete real work in the business environment." 

Click here to return to Contents 

ZW3D and GrabCAD Present a 3D CAD Model Challenge 
10 April 2012 

ZWSOFT unveiled today a 3D CAD model challenge, partnering with GrabCAD. This contest wants 
CAD users to create imaginative and intricate 3D models that are designed in ZW3D CAD CAM 
software. The winning entries of this challenge, will receive cash prizes plus 3Dconnexion 3D mice, 
worth in total 2594 USD. 

In this 3D CAD model challenge, participants are encouraged to run wild with their imaginations and 
create something extraordinary. Entries can be any object designed in ZW3D CAD/CAM, from a nice 
mobile phone to a sports car. ZW3D can be downloaded for a free 30-day trial from 
http://www.zwsoft.com/en/products/zw3d.html. For those who are new to ZW3D, it is easy to learn the 
CAD/CAM software with its built in show-n-tell tutorials. 

This challenge will have a total of 6 winning entries, which will also have the chance to be on the cover 
page of ZW3D 2013 brochures. The first place winner will receive $500 USD and a 3Dconnexion 
SpacePilot™ Pro 3D Mouse which is valued at $399 USD. The second place winner will get $300 USD 
plus a 3Dconnexion SpaceMouse™ Pro 3D Mouse valued at $299 USD. The challenge is open to 
everyone. To enter, go to Grabcad.com, sign up and submit your design.  

For more details on this challenge, please visit: http://grabcad.com/challenges/3d-cad-model-challenge 

Click here to return to Contents 

ZW3D CAD/CAM Selected as Teaching Software in Riga Technical University 
9 April 2012 

http://www.zwsoft.com/
http://www.zwsoft.com/
http://www.zwsoft.com/en/products/zw3d.html
http://grabcad.com/
http://grabcad.com/challenges/3d-cad-model-challenge
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ZWSOFT announced that it donated 25 licenses of ZW3D 2012 to Riga Technical University in Latvia. 
ZW3D will be used for teaching and training students who study material technology and CAD CAM 
product design. 
ZWSOFT constantly strives to help enrich students’ education, whether through donating licenses to 
schools like Riga Technical University, or through the new ZW3D student edition, which is available to 
all qualified students. With these programs, ZWSOFT hopes to help students learn and gain an 
understanding of CAD CAM software, which will prepare them for the future. 
For more than ten years, Riga Technical University has prepared students in Latvia for careers in many 
different fields of product design. At the end of 2011, RTU began renovating their architecture and 
design building in order to meet their increasing needs. The building will be finished at the end of 2012, 
when it will be fully equipped with the latest technologies. 
ZW3D was selected as one of the CAD/CAM solutions for teaching. The company provided 25 licenses 
and they are now being used by students in the university’s Faculty of Materials Science and Applied 
Chemistry, Institute of Textile Materials Technology and Design. 
ZWSOFT’s Latvian Partner, ZWCAD Baltic Distributor Centre, facilitated this donation, and is 
providing support to the university. Riga Technical University. 
For more information about ZWSOFT’s educational program or to obtain a student version of ZW3D, 
please visit http://www.zwsoft.com/en/student/. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Events News 
Carestream Health to Present at Aras ACE International Conference May 1-3 
11 April 2012 

Aras® announced that Carestream Health, a global provider of dental and medical imaging systems and 
healthcare IT solutions, will present at ACE 2012 International, Aras’s global conference which takes 
place May 1-3 in Troy, Michigan, USA. 
Chris Kapell, Project Manager, Global PLM Implementation at Carestream Health, will present on the 
deployment approach used for their enterprise PLM backbone using Aras.Carestream Health is a 
worldwide provider of dental and medical imaging systems and healthcare IT solutions; molecular 
imaging systems for life science research and drug discovery/development; x-ray film and digital x-ray 
systems for non-destructive testing; and advanced materials for the precision films and electronics 
markets. With more than 7,000 employees and customers in 150 countries worldwide, Carestream 
knows the demands of global engineering and manufacturing. ACE 2012 attendees will learn PLM 
implementation best practices. 

ACE 2012 International - May 1-3, 2012 
Detroit Marriot Troy - Troy, MI (close to Detroit USA) 
Free to Attend - No Fee (Space is Limited - Registration Required)  
Details and Registration: http://www.aras.com/ACE2012 

http://www.rtu.lv/en
http://www.zwsoft.com/en/student/
http://www.aras.com/ACE2012
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Ceradyne to Present at Aras ACE International Conference May 1-3 
10 April 2012 

Aras® announced that Ceradyne Incorporated, a world-leading producer of advanced ceramic solutions, 
will present at ACE 2012 International,  
Aras’s global conference which takes place May 1-3 in Troy, Michigan, USA. Mark Nguyen, Project 
Manager at Ceradyne, will present on PLM for the management of complex materials. Ceradyne is a 
worldwide leader in the development and production of advanced technical ceramics. The company’s 
vertically integrated global manufacturing facilities produce advanced ceramic solutions for the most 
demanding applications in the automotive / engine, oil and gas, nuclear power, solar, industrial, medical, 
electronic and defense industries. ACE 2012 attendees will discover how Ceradyne addresses change 
management, environmental health and safety (EH&S), corrective actions, bill of materials, document 
management, program management, supply chain, manufacturing, SAP integration and more with Aras. 

ACE 2012 International - May 1-3, 2012 
Detroit Marriot Troy - Troy, MI (close to Detroit USA) 
Free to Attend - No Fee (Space is Limited - Registration Required)  
Details and Registration: http://www.aras.com/ACE2012 

Click here to return to Contents 

Cimatron Reaching Out to Mold Makers at PlastShow, Brazil 
9 April 2012 

Cimatron Limited announced that Brazilian resellers Autoflow and Fitso Solucoes em Tecnologia will 
be showcasing leading CAD/CAM software solution CimatronE at PlastShow, Brazil, April 10-13, 
2012.  
"The CimatronE integrated CAD/CAM software package is a best-in-class solution tailored to shops 
with demanding tooling needs," said Alexandre Censi, Cimatron's country manager for Brazil.  
"At PlastShow we will be offering demonstrations of CimatronE's many benefits, particularly its 
powerful capabilities for designing all types of molds, both simple and complex.  
"The most outstanding aspect of CimatronE's MoldDesign solution is that it was not developed as an 
add-on to an existing CAD/CAM product. On the contrary, it was purpose-built with the mold maker in 
mind, offering a range of customized features aimed at optimizing tool shop output while minimizing 
the learning curve for new users."  
The CimatronE integrated MoldDesign solution covers the entire production cycle, from quoting 
through to design, NC programming and manufacturing. Key mold making functionality includes:  
    - Mold design - data import from a wide range of standard and native formats; data heal and stitch; 
QuickSplit for fast, accurate parting and cavity design; BOM generation; mold base plate libraries; core, 
cavity and slider generation; lifter and insert placement; ejection and cooling system creation; runner 
sketching; motion analysis and collision detection; and drafting. 

http://www.aras.com/ACE2012
http://www.cimatron.com/
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    - Electrode design - burning and manufacturing. 

    - NC programming - built-in CAD functionality; background toolpath calculations; efficient 
roughing; high quality finishing; 5-Axis capabilities; plate machining and drilling; advanced micro 
milling; simulation; a rich library of post-processors; and NC Setup and tool table reports. 
PlastShow is Brazil's premier trade show for the plastic injection industry. The CimatronE display at the 
event will be staffed by representatives of Autoflow, based in Sao Bernardo do Campo, and Fitso 
Solucoes em Tecnologia, based in Sorocaba city. They are among several CimatronE resellers in the 
country.  
Visit the Cimatron website [http://www.cimatron.com/Main/lobby.aspx?FolderID=2973&lang=en] to 
view videos of CimatronE's MoldDesign capabilities.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Delcam’s Latest CAM Developments on Show at MetalTech 
12 April 2012 

Delcam will demonstrate the latest versions of it range of CAM software at the MetalTech exhibition to 
be held in Kuala Lumpur from 15th to 19th May. Delcam employs the largest team of CAM developers 
of any supplier and the results of their work will be seen in new releases of PowerMILL for high-speed 
and five-axis machining, FeatureCAM for feature-based programming, PartMaker for Swiss-type lathes 
and turn-mill equipment and the Delcam for SolidWorks integrated CAM system.  

Together, these programs comprise a comprehensive range of CAM software. This broad coverage is 
one of the reasons why Delcam has been ranked as one of the world’s leading specialist supplier of NC 
software and services by US analysts CIMdata for the past eleven years. It means that large companies 
can source all of their CAM requirements from a single supplier, while smaller organisations can be sure 
that they can obtain exactly the software they need, rather than having to accept a compromise solution. 

The 2012 R2 version of Delcam’s PowerMILL CAM system for high-speed and five-axis machining 
includes new and enhanced strategies for both roughing and finishing, such as step cutting within area 
clearance and the ability to use polar milling when programming machines with a rotary table. Full 
details of both the 2012R1 and R2 releases, including videos demonstrating the new functionality, can 
be seen on http://www.delcam.tv/pm2012/lz.  

The 2012 R2 release of FeatureCAM also includes important new strategies for roughing and turn-mill 
operations, alongside a range of more general enhancements to allow faster toolpath generation. The 
main addition is a series of new strategies for 2.5D roughing, including a continuous spiral option to 
minimise wear on the cutter and machine tool, high-speed roughing options, including trochoidal 
machining and Delcam’s patented Race Line Machining, and “tear-drop” moves to clear corners more 
smoothly. Videos of this functionality can be seen on http://www.delcam.tv/fc2012/lz. 

Major highlights of the 2012 release of PartMaker include improved visualisation, more powerful 
simulation of vertical and horizontal machining centres, support for the latest breed of multi-axis bar-fed 
mills, turn-mill centres and Swiss-type lathes, greater flexibility and control in process development. 
New rotary machining functionality allows the user to perform 3D surface machining using cylindrical 
interpolation, while the software’s powerful Full Machine Simulation technology has been extended to 
vertical and horizontal machining centres. These options can be seen on www.delcam.tv/pmk2012/lz. 

http://www.cimatron.com/Main/lobby.aspx?FolderID=2973&lang=en
http://www.delcam.tv/pm2012/lz.
http://www.delcam.tv/fc2012/lz
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Finally, the 2012 R2 version of Delcam for SolidWorks, the integrated CAM system for SolidWorks, 
includes new modules for b-axis turn-mill and four-axis wire EDM, plus numerous improvements to the 
existing functions for rough milling and finishing. As a Gold Partner CAM product, it is, of course, fully 
compatible with the latest release of SolidWorks. To see more, please go to 
http://www.delcam.tv/dfs2012/lz. 
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Delcam’s Vortex Headed for MFG4 
13 April 2012 

Delcam will preview its new Vortex strategy for high-speed area clearance on booth 1736 at MFG4, the 
manufacturing for the future event to be held at the Connecticut Convention Center in Hartford CT from 
8th to 10th May. Vortex will be the major enhancement for the 2013 release of Delcam’s PowerMILL 
CAM system for high-speed and five-axis machining. The new strategy will also be added to the 
FeatureCAM software for feature-based programming and the PartMaker system for Swiss-type lathes 
later this year. 

Vortex, for which Delcam has a patent pending, has been developed by the company specifically to gain 
the maximum benefit from solid carbide tooling, in particular those designs that can give deeper cuts by 
using the full flute length as the cutting surface. It can be used for two- and three-axis roughing, 
positional five-axis area clearance and for rest machining based on stock models or reference toolpaths. 

Like other Delcam roughing strategies, Vortex toolpaths are calculated to give more efficient machining 
by following the shape of the part and by keeping air moves to a minimum. This is particularly 
important for rest machining operations. 

One fundamental problem with conventional area clearance strategies is that the optimum cutting 
conditions only occur during a straight line cut. Any internal corners within the model significantly 
increase the engagement angle of the cutter.  To protect the cutter, this increase needs to be balanced by 
setting a lower feed rate. The user then has the choice of using this lower rate over the whole toolpath, 
which increases the machining time, or varying the feeds and speeds as the cutter moves around the 
model and so increasing wear on the cutter. 

Unlike other high-speed roughing techniques that aim to maintain a constant theoretical metal-removal 
rate, the Vortex strategy produces toolpaths with a controlled engagement angle for the complete 
operation. This maintains the optimum cutting conditions for the entire toolpath that would normally be 
possible only for the straight-line moves. As a result, the cutting time will be shorter, while cutting will 
be undertaken at a more consistent volume-removal rate and feed rate, so protecting the machine. 

Because Vortex toolpaths have a controlled engagement angle, tools will never be overloaded and so 
will achieve the maximum tool life. Shock loading caused by changes in the contact angle is eliminated, 
preventing chipping of the flutes. In addition, the stability of the cutting conditions gives constant edge 
temperatures so prolonging the life of the tool coating and removing heat damage to the surface of the 
part. Finally, the ability to use stepdowns of up to two or even three times the tool diameter spreads the 
tool wear evenly over the cutting surface of the tool, again contributing to longer tool life. 

“Anyone using the Vortex strategy will be able to hear the difference immediately,” claimed Mark 
Forth, Product Manager for Delcam’s Advanced Manufacturing Solutions. “Conventional roughing 
produces a sound of varying pitch, which indicates tool overload and chatter, while Vortex roughing 

http://www.delcam.tv/dfs2012/lz.
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gives a constant pitch, showing that the tool is operating under consistent conditions. Users will also be 
able to see the difference in the regular size and thickness of the chips produced, providing further 
evidence of the consistency of the cut.” 
The new Vortex toolpaths benefit from the general advantages of PowerMILL, including support for 64-
bit computing and multi-processor operation to minimise calculation times, plus the comprehensive 
options for leads and links. Furthermore, they can be used in association with the step-cutting strategy 
introduced in PowerMILL 2012 R2. This approach minimises the terracing that can result from using a 
large stepdown by moving back up the part and automatically generating extra toolpaths to remove 
additional material at intermediate slices. It optimises the amount of material that can be removed with a 
single tool as well as helping to maintain a more consistent removal rate by increasing the feed rate for 
the intermediate slices. 
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FISHER/UNITECH to Exhibit in Design-2-Part Show 
12 April 2012 

FISHER/UNITECH will exhibit at the upcoming Design-2-Part Show, in Schaumburg, IL. The show 
runs May 1-2 and is being held at the Schaumburg Convention Center. Show hours are 9:00 AM – 4:00 
pm on Tuesday and 9:00 AM – 3:30 PM on Wednesday. 

In Booth #425, FISHER/UNITECH will demonstrate the capabilities of the Dimension uPrint 3D 
Printer, offering more flexibility than ever for making 3D models for visualization, collaboration and 
functional testing. uPrint models are made using ABSplus - a production-grade thermoplastic - and are 
tough enough for functional testing under real-world conditions. They can be drilled, machined, sanded, 
painted, and chrome-plated. They're perfect for proof of concept, functional testing, product mock-ups 
and even making jigs, fixtures and vacuum forming molds. 

The Design-2-Part show is the largest design and contract manufacturing show in greater Chicago. 
Attendees can register for free admission at http://www.d2p.com/Registration.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Graz Symposium Virtual Vehicle 2012: Joint presentation by CONTACT and Hyundai 
11 April 2012 
CONTACT Software and the Hyundai Motor Europe Technical Center will jointly present at the Graz 
Symposium Virtual Vehicle from 17-18 April, 2012. The presentation will focus on the path from close-
to-reality styling to an all-out vehicle concept with support of product lifecycle management (PLM). The 
symposium also focuses on a holistic system view rather than the individual perspectives of the different 
disciplines. Top subjects of the event are virtual interdisciplinary functional verification and validation 
and information management in vehicle development. 
Close-to-reality styling concepts usually do not consider the feasibility of implementing the design in 
later stages. In the development process to series production this leads inevitably to changes, since 
aspects of function, production and especially cost now have to be taken into account. At a smaller level, 
this is also true for show cars. Here the Hyundai Motor Europe Technical Center chose an innovative 
approach with the 4.4 m long i-oniq, an electric sports hatchback with a range-extending petrol engine. 
The concept study, which was recently presented at the Geneva Motor Show and which will be on 
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display as a 1:4 design model in Graz, is the focus of the the joint presentation by CONTACT and 
Hyundai. 
Hyundai's European design centre in Rüsselsheim/Germany, is well-known for its concept cars and 
plays a pioneering role within the automotive company testing new methods and tools. With i-oniq the 
Rüsselsheim team has deployed CONTACT’s Fast Concept Modeller (FCM). It enables fast generation 
of native CATIA 3D geometric models during concept design and direct hand over to CAE tools. All in 
all it helps to speed up verification of stylings and to validate alternatives. The presentation by 
CONTACT and Hyundai will also highlight the potentials of a PLM-based interdisciplinary 
collaboration between the styling, design, simulation and manufacturing processes. 
As in the previous years the automotive conference will be organised by the Virtual Vehicle 
Competence Center (ViF), an international research association in the area of application-oriented 
vehicle development, and the Graz University of Technology. 
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IMAGINiT Technologies Hosts Full-Day Virtual Events to Support Autodesk 2013 Product Launch 
10 April 2012 

Rand Worldwide announced its IMAGINiT Technologies division is unveiling the latest enhancements 
in the 2013 portfolio of Autodesk design, engineering and entertainment software, including the latest 
design and creation suites with in-depth, ‘Know It. All. Virtual Events’ scheduled for May 1 – May 4, 
2012. Each of these industry-focused, full-day online events includes sessions on new Autodesk product 
tips and tricks, successful implementation strategies, complementary software applications, peer 
networking in the virtual lounge and more. 

“Our global team of local experts not only know the software inside-out, but they can share insights 
from customers around the world and best practices from other industries,” says Bob Heeg, executive 
vice president, IMAGINiT Technologies. “Our presenters’ deep expertise will help attendees unlock the 
new benefits these Autodesk products offer including superior collaboration and the ability to optimize 
workflows between the many products within an Autodesk software suite.” 

IMAGINiT will host three upcoming ‘Know It. All. Virtual Events’ tailored to the building, 
infrastructure and manufacturing industries. Each event offers a jam-packed day of live and on-demand 
sessions for CAD managers, users and business managers. Instructors will be available in the virtual 
lounge after their sessions to answer questions and share their knowledge. Three daytime events are 
being hosted for the North American audience and an additional three events are being offered for Asia 
Pacific time zones. 

Product Insight – Tricks & Tips 
Speakers at each of the building, infrastructure and manufacturing Know It. All. Virtual Events will 
offer insight into new product features and how to best leverage these in unique work environments. 
They’ll also share proven implementation strategies to ensure staff build a rock solid foundation for their 
organization. 

Speakers for the virtual event series include Lynn Allen, technical evangelist at Autodesk, Mark Flayler, 
manufacturing applications engineer and blogger at IMAGINiT Technologies, Joe Eichenseer, building 
professional services director and blogger at IMAGINiT Technologies, Joe Hedrick, infrastructure 
solutions team manager at IMAGINiT Technologies and more than thirty other technical experts and 

http://imaginit.com/
http://imaginit.com/lp/know_it_all/index.html
http://imaginit.com/lp/know_it_all/index.html
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published authors from Autodesk, IMAGINiT and Rand Worldwide. 
Software to be showcased during these free ‘Know It. All Virtual Events’ includes IMAGINiT Clarity 
for Autodesk Revit Server, Scan to BIM, AutoCAD, Autodesk Inventor, Autodesk Revit, AutoCAD 
Civil 3D, the Autodesk 2013 design suites and much more. 

Critical Applications 
To extend the value of the Autodesk software and maximize staff productivity, IMAGINiT 
Technologies’ Software Development Solutions team has developed a number of key products and 
utilities. 
Learn how IMAGINiT Clarity enhances the Autodesk Revit Server platform by allowing team members 
and external partners to securely share one centrally located BIM model from multiple locations. 
Presenters will also show how IMAGINiT’s popular Scan to BIM 3D laser scanning product provides 
architecture, engineering and construction firms, the capability to not only view point clouds inside of 
Revit, but also interact with them. 

Beyond The Software 
As one of Autodesk’s largest partners and a member of the Rand Worldwide family of companies, 
IMAGINiT Technologies offers customers added value. Each of these virtual events also includes 
experts from ASCENT, the leading developer of professional training materials and knowledge products 
for engineering software applications and Rand Secure Archive, North America’s first and only 
Autonomy powered data archive, compliance and discovery technology for engineering, design, 
manufacturing and architectural organizations. 
Another online resource that will be highlighted is the ProductivityNOW industry portal. This online 
community is geared to maximize the productivity of anyone using Autodesk software and Autodesk 
complementary technologies. 
To better serve a growing customer base, Rand Worldwide and IMAGINiT Technologies are hiring. 
While you’re attending these virtual events, please visit the human resources booth in the virtual exhibit 
hall to learn about new career opportunities and to determine if you have what it takes to join the team. 

Event Schedules 
To best serve customers in Canada and the United States as well as in Australia, Malaysia and 
Singapore, IMAGINiT Technologies is offering live and on-demand virtual events in your local time 
zone. 

North American ‘Know. It. All.’ Virtual Event Schedule 
Infrastructure Solutions Stream: May 1, 2012  

Building Solutions Stream: May 2, 2012  

Manufacturing Solutions Stream: May 3, 2012  

The virtual networking lounge is open daily from 10:30am to 5:00pm ET with live and on-demand 
presentations starting at 11:00am ET. 

Asia Pacific ‘Know. It. All.’ Virtual Event Schedule 
Infrastructure Solutions Stream: May 2, 2012  

http://imaginit.com/software-solutions/building-architecture/IMAGINiT-Clarity-for-Autodesk-Revit-Server
http://imaginit.com/software-solutions/building-architecture/scan-to-bim
http://ascented.com/
http://portal.imaginit.com/GettingStarted/tabid/55/Default.aspx?returnurl=%2f
http://rand.com/careers
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Building Solutions Stream: May 3, 2012  

Manufacturing Solutions Stream: May 4, 2012  

The virtual networking lounge and exhibit hall is open daily from 7:30am to Noon AET with live and 
on-demand presentations starting at 8:00am AET. 

Registration Information 
Registration is free for all ‘Know It. All.’ virtual events, but registration is required. Log into the 
IMAGINiT ‘Know It. All.‘ virtual event from any location and listen to audio through your computer 
speakers, chat with live with booth staff and network with IMAGINiT experts and your peers in the 
virtual lounge. Register now. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Nemetschek Vectorworks, Inc. Releases Chinese-Language Version of the Vectorworks 2012 Product 
Line 
12 April 2012 

Nemetschek Vectorworks, Inc. announced that the Chinese-language version of Vectorworks® 2012 
software is now available. The Chinese-language version will include the entire line of Vectorworks 
2012 products: Vectorworks Designer, Architect, Landmark, Spotlight, Fundamentals and 
Renderworks®. 

"We're simply thrilled to see the Vectorworks 2012 software now available in Simplified Chinese," said 
Cecil Fung, Managing Director of Mad Macs Technology Distributions, Ltd. "This release will open the 
door to 1.3 billion people in China and give them the opportunity to experience Vectorworks' world-
class AEC, landscaping and entertainment design tools in their own language. So whether our Chinese 
users are looking for Building Information Modeling (BIM), Site Information Modeling (SIM), 
integrated rendering, or collaboration tools, the Chinese-language version will deliver." 

Many internationally operating Vectorworks customers who do projects in China will also appreciate the 
availability of a Chinese version of the software, as it will make it easier to cooperate with local 
designers and other stakeholders. "We've had a presence in China for quite some time, and we're excited 
to provide a local-language version of the software for our customers in China and also to ease the 
workflow for designers around the world who do business there," said Stewart Rom, Chief Marketing 
Officer at Nemetschek Vectorworks. 

The Vectorworks Chinese launch events are scheduled for April 16 and 18 in Beijing and Shanghai, 
respectively. Nemetschek Vectorworks CEO Sean Flaherty will be the keynote speaker, and CTO 
Biplab Sarkar will give a preview of Vectorworks Cloud Services and third-party products. For more 
information and to register, please visit http://events.vectorworks.cn/ 

The English-language version of the Vectorworks 2012 product line was released in the U.S., Canada, 
U.K., Australia, New Zealand and other international markets on September 13, 2011. 

To find a distributor of a localized version, please visit http://www.vectorworks.net/international 

About Mad Macs Technology Distributions, Ltd. 
Established in 1996, Mad Macs distributes Vectorworks software in the Greater China Region including 
Hong Kong SAR, Macau SAR, Taiwan, and Vietnam. Their team of experienced Vectorworks support 

https://vts.inxpo.com/scripts/Server.nxp
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personnel offers a full range of services such as pre-sales and post-sales technical support, maintenance 
and on-site/Internet training. For all commercial and academic inquiries, please contact one of the Mad 
Macs' offices for assistance. For more information, please visit http://www.mmhk.com. 
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Professional Systems Associates, Inc. PLM Software Certification Process to be Unveiled 
12 April 2012 

The PLM Software provider, Professional Systems Associates, Inc. (PSA), is announcing a new 
CMPRO certification process at its annual training event, CMPROficiency+. CMPRO users will 
convene May 22 - 24 in Panama City, Florida for onsite training, software labs, and site-specific 
discussions.  

 Senior Systems Analyst at PSA, Rob Stone states, "Participation in CMPROficiency training events is a 
key component of the continuing education for all CMPRO users, whether they are relatively new or 
already have years of experience. PSA improves and updates CMPRO on a continual basis as customer 
needs evolve and associated technologies move forward. Without regular training, such as that provided 
at CMPROficiency events, users run the risk of losing opportunities to help their organizations get the 
most out of their CMPRO implementation." 

This year marks the twelfth annual training event hosted by PSA. The training is separated into three 
tracks based on user types: Administrative, Advanced, and Fundamental. In the CMPROficiency 2011 
Attendee Survey, an attendee responded, "As a non-user, this was an excellent opportunity for me to 
assess your product and dive deep with your subject matter experts when & where needed. Thank you 
for hosting such a professional event." 

For more information on CMPROficiency+ 2012 and future CMPROficiency training events, visit 
http://www.cmproficiency.com. 
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Selerant to Present a Free Online Search Database at International Forum on Food Safety in Beijing 
10 April 2012 

Selerant will present a free online search Food Law database at 2012 International Forum on Food 
Safety in Beijing and will also join this event by sharing Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solution 
and related best practice for the food industry. This is a brand new service offered by Selerant’s RSA 
(Regulatory and Scientific Affairs) group covering GB 2760-2011, China food additives legislation. 
Containing thousands of records up to date with the current legislation, this free online search tool is 
developed with the aim to provide a user-oriented interface with fully-integrated functions and search 
preferences. Users can search for Chinese additives regulations using name, function, and food category. 
This search generates a report that summarizes the key information in the current legislation such as 
restrictions in use by function, category, source and legislation references.  
Based on the success of 2010 and 2011 Forum, CIFST and IUFoST will co-organize 2012 International 
Forum on Food Safety. With a theme of “Ensuring Food Safety, meeting Global Challenge”, this Forum 
is the platform for authoritative information for all food safety stakeholders from government, industry 
and science community. The topics will cover in-depth analysis of food safety issues in China as well as 
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the integrated global wisdom, intelligence and experience for an efficient solution to food safety in 
China. 
Nicola Colombo, CEO of Selerant Asia, will talk about how food and beverage leaders assess safety and 
environmental performance of a product using a life cycle assessment tool. Chrystele Delobel, Director 
of RSA, will also give a speech on “New technology of safety management for dairy industry” to 
present the regulatory data service.  

2012 International Forum on Food Safety  
Date: April 17-20, 2012 
Venue: Friendship Hotel  
Address: 1 Zhongquancun South St. Beijing 100873, China 
For more information, please visit http://www.ifofs.org 
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Vero Software Gunslingers Hit the Target For Edgecam 
12 April 2012 

Edgecam’s latest ‘Gunslingers’ quality forum has ensured that the upcoming release of the market CAM 
software remains the hottest shot in town.  

The Gunslingers event, held in Charlotte, North Carolina, focused on the software’s latest release, 
Edgecam 2012 R2. Application engineers and a number of key end-users tested the upcoming release 
and investigated new applications with real life situations provided by customers. Their feedback and 
suggestions for additional amendments were then passed on to Edgecam’s development team, and tested 
again. 

Edgecam is one of the Vero group’s advanced software products serving the metal engineering industry. 
Raf Lobato, Edgecam General Manager, says: “The Gunslinger events ensure we develop software that 
customers need, based on current market requirements, and highlight the best ways for resellers to 
introduce the new functionality.” 

The three day event looked at how Edgecam and its resellers are meeting current challenges. It also 
reviewed the Edgecam ‘road map’ leading to the development path being changed to cater to the latest 
market needs, and included two days of testing and feedback.  

New developments in Edgecam 2012 R2 include: 

• Quill support 

• Advanced 5-axis cycle 

• New finish groove cycle 

• Rotary feature find and rotary machining 

• Improved JavaScript customisation tools 

• Toolpath Verification and Simulation improvements. 

Domenic Lanzillotta, Edgecam Channel Manager says: “Gunslingers ensures Edgecam resellers have an 
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input on the software’s development path, and means we share proven plans and ideas that help improve 
both our business and our customers’ business.” 
Mike Williams, from ECAD Inc., says: “Gunslingers was extremely informative, and it looks as if the 
new functions in Edgecam 2012 R2 will be valuable assets for taking production machining to the next 
level, giving manufacturers an additional competitive edge.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Webinar:  SpaceClaim on the Shop Floor: Tricks for Integrating 2D and 3D Data 
April 2012 

Wednesday, April 18th 
11:30am – 12:30pm (EDT) 
At SpaceClaim, we know that many manufacturing workflows rely on 2D, and that 2D drawings often 
need to get integrated with 3D models from other CAD systems. SpaceClaim has a ton of useful tools 
that solve every day 2D/3D shop floor hassles, and now we're showing them off all in one place. In 
particular, we'll show how to: 

•Clean dirty 2D imports for design and MFG 

•Easily go from 2D DWG/DXF to 3D in a blink of an eye 

•Go from a dumb solid from any CAD system to a printed hole table in ten clicks 

•Make a sheet metal flat pattern from an imported CAD concept 

•Import a v5 or JT part with PMI and turn it into a detailed 2D drawing you can print 

Register:  https://www2.gotomeeting.com/register/546954506 
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Financial News 
ANSYS to Release First Quarter 2012 Earnings on May 3, 2012 
12 April 2012 

ANSYS, Inc. announced that the Company expects to release its first quarter 2012 earnings on 
Thursday, May 3, 2012. The Company will hold a conference call conducted by James E. Cashman III, 
president and chief executive officer, and Maria T. Shields, chief financial officer, at 10:30 a.m. Eastern 
Time to discuss first quarter 2012 results and future outlook. 

Conference Call Information:  

What: ANSYS First Quarter 2012 Earnings Conference Call  

When: May 3, 2012 at 10:30 a.m. Eastern Time  

Where: http://investors.ansys.com  

The conference call dial-in numbers are (800) 860-2442 (US) or (412) 858-4600 (CAN and INT'L)  

https://www2.gotomeeting.com/register/546954506
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Passcode: ANSYS 

The call will be recorded with replay available within two hours after the call at 
http://investors.ansys.com or at (877) 344-7529 (US) or (412) 317-0088 (CAN and INT'L)  
Passcode: 10012904 
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Bentley Systems Releases 2011 Annual Report Online 
13 April 2012 

Bentley Systems, Incorporated announced the release of its 2011 Annual Report, available in digital 
format at http://www.bentley.com/annualreport. The company’s performance highlights noted in this 20-
page, easy-to-read, 4-megabyte publication include: 

•record revenues – growing 10 percent to $523 million on historical GAAP basis, 

•new milestone in investment – bringing total investment in R&D and acquisitions since the beginning 
of 2003 to more than $1 billion, 

•Asia acceleration – with Asia revenues growing to 19 percent of total revenues from 16 percent in 
2010, and revenues from Greater China doubling in the last two years, 

•the breadth and depth of Bentley’s comprehensive portfolio, for information modeling through 
integrated projects for intelligent infrastructure.  

Bentley Systems CEO Greg Bentley said, “Our purpose in providing annual reporting is to serve our 
investors – that is, our user organizations – by sharing with them our achievements in the year past and 
our priorities and strategies going forward. I strongly encourage all of our users to take a few minutes to 
review our annual report and also to please provide us with feedback, through their respective Bentley 
account representatives, on how we can better serve their needs. We value this input and consider it 
essential to our goal of ‘working smarter, together’ with users.” 

John Jahraus, Bechtel’s Chief Technology Officer, said, “I had an opportunity to see an advanced copy 
of Bentley’s 2011 Annual Report. The information presented is concise and provides useful insight into 
Bentley’s 2011 product innovations and acquisitions, as well as the technology trends driving its current 
development work.” 

A digital version of Bentley Systems’ 2011 Annual Report is available at 
http://www.bentley.com/annualreport. 
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Cadence Announces First Quarter 2012 Financial Results Webcast 
6 April 2012 

Who: 

Cadence Design Systems, Inc. to announce first quarter 2012 financial results via webcast. 

What: 
You are invited to attend the first quarter 2012 financial results audio webcast. Participating on the 
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webcast will be Lip-Bu Tan, president and chief executive officer, and Geoff Ribar, senior vice 
president and chief financial officer. 
When: 

The webcast will begin Wednesday, April 25, 2012 at 2 p.m. (Pacific)/5 p.m. (Eastern). An archive of 
the webcast will be available from 5 p.m. (Pacific) April 25 until 5 p.m. (Pacific) May 9. 
Where: 

The webcast will be available online at: http://www.cadence.com/cadence/investor_relations 

Click here to return to Contents 

Dassault Systèmes Schedules First Quarter 2012 Results Webcast and Conference Call for April 26, 
2012 
10 April 2012 

Dassault Systèmes will host a webcast and a conference call on Thursday, April 26, 2012, to discuss its 
operating performance for the first quarter ended March 31, 2012.  

The management of Dassault Systèmes will host the webcast at 8:30 AM London Time - 9:30 AM Paris 
Time and will then also host the conference call at 9:00 AM New York Time - 2:00 PM London Time - 
3:00 PM Paris Time.  

Both the webcast and the conference call will be available via the Internet by accessing Dassault 
Systèmes’ website at http://www.3ds.com/company/finance/ 

Follow the directions on the main page to link to the audio.  

Please go to the website at least fifteen minutes prior to the webcast or conference call to register, to 
download and install any necessary software. The webcast and conference call will be archived for 30 
days.  

Click here to return to Contents 

EDA Consortium Reports Revenue Increase of Over 12 Percent for Q4 2011 
9 April 2012 

The EDA Consortium (EDAC) Market Statistics Service (MSS) today announced that the Electronic 
Design Automation (EDA) industry revenue increased 12.8 percent for Q4 2011 to $1700.1 million, 
compared to $1507.7 million in Q4 2010. Sequential EDA revenue for Q4 2011 increased 10.1 percent 
compared to Q3 2011, while the four-quarters moving average, which compares the most recent four 
quarters to the prior four quarters, increased by 16 percent. 
“Fourth quarter 2011 results represent a record quarter and the culmination of a record year for the EDA 
industry,” said Walden C. Rhines, EDAC chair and chairman and CEO of Mentor Graphics. “Revenue 
continued to grow in CAE, IC Physical Design & Verification, SIP, and Services compared to Q4 2010. 
Geographically, the Americas, Europe/Middle East/Africa, and Asia/Pacific posted double-digit 
increases.” 
Companies that were tracked employed 27,623 professionals in Q4 2011, an increase of 3.2 percent 
compared to the 26,767 people employed in Q4 2010, and up 1.7 percent compared to Q3 2011. 

http://www.cadence.com/cadence/investor_relations
http://www.3ds.com/company/finance/
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The complete MSS report, containing detailed revenue information broken out by both categories and 
geographic regions, is available via subscription from the EDA Consortium. 

Revenue by Product Category 
The largest category, Computer Aided Engineering (CAE), generated revenue of $644.8 million in Q4 
2011, which represents an 11.9 percent increase over Q4 2010. The four-quarters moving average for 
CAE increased 14.2 percent. 
IC Physical Design & Verification revenue increased to $392.4 million in Q4 2011, a 30 percent 
increase compared to Q4 2010. The four-quarters moving average increased 17.3 percent. 
Printed Circuit Board and Multi-Chip Module (PCB & MCM) revenue of $139.7 million represents a 
decrease of 15.6 percent compared to Q4 2010. The four-quarters moving average for PCB & MCM 
increased 8.7 percent. 
Semiconductor Intellectual Property (SIP) revenue totaled $432.2 million in Q4 2011, a 13.4 percent 
increase compared to Q4 2010. The four-quarters moving average increased 21.6 percent. 
Services revenue was $90.9 million in Q4 2011, an increase of 9.8 percent compared to Q4 2010. The 
four-quarters moving average increased 11 percent. 

Revenue by Region 
The Americas, EDA’s largest region, purchased $726.3 million of EDA products and services in Q4 
2011, an increase of 12.8 percent compared to Q4 2010. The four-quarters moving average for the 
Americas increased 19.3 percent. 
Revenue in Europe, the Middle East, and Africa (EMEA) was up 11.8 percent in Q4 2011 compared to 
Q4 2010 on revenues of $306.1 million. The EMEA four-quarters moving average increased 10.9 
percent. 
Fourth quarter 2011 revenue from Japan decreased 10.5 percent to $248.1 million compared to Q4 2010. 
The four-quarters moving average for Japan increased 8.1 percent. 
The Asia/Pacific (APAC) region revenue increased to $419.6 million in Q4 2011, an increase of 34 
percent compared to the fourth quarter in 2010. The four-quarters moving average increased 20.4 
percent. 

About the MSS Report 
The EDA Consortium Market Statistics Service reports EDA industry revenue data quarterly and is 
available by annual subscription. Both public and private companies contribute data to the report. Each 
quarterly report is published approximately three months after quarter close. MSS report data is 
segmented as follows: revenue type (product licenses and maintenance, services, and SIP), application 
(CAE, PCB/MCM Layout, and IC Physical Design & Verification), and region (the Americas, Europe 
Middle East and Africa, Japan, and Asia Pacific), with many subcategories of detail provided. The 
report also tracks total employment of the reporting companies. 

About the EDA Consortium 
The EDA Consortium is the international association of companies that provide design tools and 
services that enable engineers to create the world’s electronic products used for communications, 
computer, space technology, medical, automotive, industrial equipment, and consumer electronics 
markets among others. For more information about the EDA Consortium, visit http://www.edac.org, or 
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to subscribe to the Market Statistics Service, call 408-287-3322 or email mss11@edac.org. 
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GRAITEC Group Reports +11% Revenue Growth and +26% Profitability for 2011 
30 March 2012 

GRAITEC, an international developer of 3D modeling to fabrication and structural design software for 
the construction industry, reports a turnover of 25.9 million Euros for the fiscal year ended December 
31st, 2011. GRAITEC revenue increased by +11% compared to 2010. Advance Steel, +52% in number 
of seats, and Advance Design, +26% in turnover, have over performed in 2011. 
GRAITEC performed well with respect to its 2011 forecast:  

Turnover of 25.93 M€ reached the provisional target and increased +11%  

The consolidated EBITDA increased +26% compared to 2010 and reached 2.35 M€ 

 Graitec Advance software results:  

Advance Design increased +25%  

Advance Steel increased +40% 

GRAITEC Advance is the complete BIM software solution, from design to detailing, intended for the 
international market.  

GRAITEC Advance suite registered a +47% growth in 2011. 

 External growth:  

Italian-based company B&B srl, a major reseller of CAD and Design solutions for construction was 
acquired by GRAITEC in 2011. B&B as a recognized expert in the steel detailing industry will 
introduce Advance Steel technology on the Italian market. More than 80 Italian customers have already 
chosen Advance Steel after a few months.  

TREPCAD GmbH was acquired through the German subsidiary GRAITEC GmbH. TREPCAD, 
software for staircase construction, is an entry level complementary solution to Advance Steel.  

GRAITEC France, most mature region, has performed over expectations with growth of 12% on the 
historical market of the company for design solutions. In this field, Advance Design achieved a 
remarkable performance, growing by +27%, with 75% of the local revenue. 

GRAITEC Germany grew by +10% in 2011. Advance Steel registered a +44% growth. Two 
achievements must be highlighted in 2011: the dynamism of the GRAITEC German business with 60% 
of the orders obtained from new customers, showing a growing market penetration for Advance Steel. 
The second achievement is the successful introduction of Advance Bridge on the German market. 

GRAITEC Czech Republic (AB Studio) in a difficult business context, AB Studio has shown a great 
capacity to sustain its level of activity and business, as leader of the AEC industry in Czech Republic. 
AB Studio reinforces the presence of GRAITEC solutions in Eastern Europe region. 

GRAITEC Americas has reorganized the product structure of the local Design solutions, maintaining a 
stable +5% turnover compared to 2010. The global growth in North America reached +7% in turnover, 
with significant success for Advance Steel, +60% in 2011. 

mailto:mss11@edac.org
http://www.graitec.com/
http://www.graitec.com/en/ad.asp
http://www.graitec.com/en/as.asp
http://www.graitec.com/en/products.asp
http://www.graitec.com/it/index.asp
http://www.trepcad.de/
http://www.graitec.com/fr/index.asp
http://www.graitec.com/ge/index.asp
http://www.graitec.cz/
http://www.graitec.com/en/index.asp
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ADRIS Ltd. has performed great with a turnover growth of 22% compared to 2010. Customer 
satisfaction is at the heart of ADRIS priorities and was illustrated in 2011 by the creation of ADRIS 
Professional Services to better serve our customers projects. 
GRAITEC Russia did an excellent third year activity with a 2011 turnover that registered a +75% 
growth compared to 2010. Direct sales represent 70% of the business. 
GRAITEC Romania is dedicated to R&D with 80 Engineers and specialists on its staff. This R&D 
center has done a massive investment, developing new applications and software solutions in 2011. The 
most key project was the development of the GRAITEC CAD platform for the Advance Steel 2012 
release (launched in February 2012). Meanwhile, sales have recorded a good +30% growth in 2011. 
GRAITEC Asia Pacific: 2011 was the first year of operations in this territory. Ambition and 
expectations are very high for Graitec Asia Pacific. 2011 was very encouraging as new Value Added 
Resellers joined GRAITEC's channel, setting up the conditions for unlimited growth in the near future. 
GRAITEC Africa was set up in January 2011 with the goal to develop and support the network of 
Resellers in Africa. The 275% growth confirms the great potential in Africa and the need for local 
partners to deliver dedicated services and support. 

Vision for 2012 
GRAITEC expects to reinforce its position on the Structural Construction market in 2012 and accelerate 
its growth and profitability. 
GRAITEC targets a 15% turnover increase in 2012 and a profitability growth of +60% (EBITDA). 

GRAITEC wants to reach these targets in 2012 by leveraging on the 3 main geographical areas of 
business at different levels:  
- Consolidation of the GRAITEC position in Europe with substantial growth in some key areas like 
Italy, UK or Germany. 
- Consolidation of the GRAITEC leadership in France. 

- An accelerated growth is planned in North America and Asia where the past years investments of 
GRAITEC should increase their return. 
R&D: In 2011 an important investment was made in Advance Steel to offer to our new and existing 
customers the choice to run Advance Steel with or without AutoCAD. GRAITEC R&D will continue to 
massively invest in the localization of the GRAITEC solutions to fit to the market and users 
expectations. Collaboration, BIM, ease of use will be with innovation and quality the driving words for 
the R&D challenges in 2012.  
Francis GUILLEMARD, CEO of GRAITEC, comments: "2011 reached the forecasted expectations of 
GRAITEC from both turnover and profitability perspectives, with great satisfaction for the company and 
all the people that contributed to the results. GRAITEC is showing a constant increasing profitability 
performance that opens fantastic opportunities for the future. Advance Steel is an amazing achievement 
and a great source of satisfaction for GRAITEC. Advance Steel is driving the worldwide market share 
acquisition of the group. The recent launch of version 2012 in early 2012 will reinforce the positioning 
of our solution, offer incomparable ROI for our users and position this solution as the new reference of 
the steel construction market. 
In 2012 GRAITEC will accelerate its growth, continue its international expansion driven by Asia Pacific 
and North America, without neglecting its more established markets and long term customers. 

http://www.graitec.co.uk/
http://www.graitec.com/ru/index.asp
http://www.graitec.com/ro/index.asp
http://www.graitec.com/en/world.asp
http://www.graitec.com/en/world.asp
http://www.graitec.com/en/as.asp
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GRAITEC is also actively working on potential new strategic acquisitions to reinforce its technical 
leadership or support new markets penetration. I rely on our strategy, teams and solutions to make 2012 
a great milestone in GRAITEC history. " 

Click here to return to Contents 

Infosys Announces Results for the Quarter and Year Ended March 31, 2012 
13 April 2012 

• Q4 revenues declined by 1.9% sequentially; FY12 revenues grew by 15.8% 

• Fiscal 2013 revenues expected to grow by 8.0% to 10.0% 

Highlights 
Consolidated results under International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) for the quarter ended 
March 31, 2012 
 Revenues were $1,771 million for the quarter ended March 31, 2012; 
QoQ decline was 1.9%; YoY growth was 10.5% 

 Net income after tax was $463 million for the quarter ended March 31, 2012; 
QoQ growth was 1.1%; YoY growth was 15.2% 

 Earnings per American Depositary Share (EPADS) was $0.81 for the quarter ended March 31, 2012; 

QoQ growth was 1.3%; YoY growth was 15.7% 

 52 clients were added during the quarter by Infosys and its subsidiaries 
 Gross addition of 10,676 employees (net addition of 4,906) for the quarter by Infosys and its 
subsidiaries 
 149,994 employees as on March 31, 2012 for Infosys and its subsidiaries 
 The Board of Directors recommended a final dividend of `22 per ADS for fiscal 2012 and a special 
dividend of `10 per ADS on account of completion of 10 years of Infosys BPO operations (equivalent to 
final dividend of approximately $0.43 per ADS and special dividend of 10 years of Infosys BPO 
operations of $0.20 per ADS at the prevailing exchange of `50.88 per US$). The Register and 
ShareTransfer Books of the Company will be closed from May 26, 2012 to June 9, 2012 (both days 
inclusive) 
“The year ahead looks challenging for the IT services industry, with slow recovery in the global 
markets,” said S. D. Shibulal, CEO and Managing Director. “We are executing on our Infosys 3.0 
strategy which is meant to deliver high quality growth in the medium to long term. We are 
makinginvestments and have put in place a structure to deliver on this strategy.” 

Business outlook 
The company’s outlook (consolidated) for the quarter ending June 30, 2012 and for the fiscal year 
ending 
March 31, 2013, under IFRS is as follows: 

Outlook under IFRS – consolidated* 
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Quarter ending June 30, 2012 

 Revenues are expected to be in the range of $1,771 million and $1,789 million; 
YoY growth of 6.0% to 7.1% 

 Earnings per American Depositary Share (EPADS) is expected to be $0.73; 
YoY growth of 9.0% 

Fiscal year ending March 31, 2013 

 Revenues are expected to be in the range of $7,553 million and $7,692 million; 

YoY growth of 8.0% to 10.0% 

 Earnings per American Depositary Share (EPADS) is expected to be in the range of $3.12 to $3.17; 
YoY growth of 4.0% to 5.7% 

* Exchange rates considered for major global currencies: AUD / USD – 1.04; GBP / USD – 1.60; Euro / 
USD – 1.33 

Excerpt from the unabridged press release which is available at 
http://www.infosys.com/investors/reports-filings/quarterly-results/2011-
2012/Q4/Documents/IFRS-USD-press-release.pdf 
Engineering services 
Our engineering and technology services are seeing good traction. A semi-conductor chip manufacturer, 
partnered with us to develop and validate a path breaking Wi-Fi solution, built on a future tablet 
platform. We are designing and developing a new wireless medical communication chipset, along with 
firmware, precompliance testing and prototype development for a medical device major in collaboration 
with its eco-system of labs and board manufacturing partners. 
A provider of industrial productivity solutions has engaged us to improve the collaboration of its 
research and development centers across the globe, reduce time to market and product development 
costs through a transformational Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) implementation. The marine 
division of an independent safety assurance player selected us to develop knowledge based engineering 
solutions and tools to monitor the structural health and sea worthiness of its ships. 
An aircraft manufacturer partnered with us to harmonize its design and PLM systems to overhaul 
performance and improve the time to volume for critical aircraft parts. 

Click here to return to Contents 

OpenText to Report Third Quarter Financial Results on Tuesday, May 1, 2012 
11 April 2012 

Open Text™ Corporation announced that financial results for its third quarter fiscal year 2012 will be 
released on Tuesday, May 1, 2012 at approximately 4:00 p.m. ET.  

Teleconference Call 
OpenText will host a conference call on May 1, 2012 at 5:00 p.m. ET to discuss its financial results. 

Date:    Tuesday, May 1, 2012  

http://www.infosys.com/investors/reports-filings/quarterly-results/2011-2012/Q4/Documents/IFRS-USD-press-release.pdf
http://www.infosys.com/investors/reports-filings/quarterly-results/2011-2012/Q4/Documents/IFRS-USD-press-release.pdf
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Time:    5:00 p.m. ET/2:00 p.m. PT  

Length:    60 minutes  

Where:    416-644-3414 

800-814-4859 (Toll Free)  

Investors should dial in approximately 10 minutes before the teleconference is scheduled to begin. A 
replay of the call will be available beginning May 1, 2012 at 7:00 p.m. ET through 11:59 p.m. on May 
15, 2012 and can be accessed by dialing 416-640-1917 and using passcode 4529846 followed by the 
number sign. For more information or to listen to the call via web cast, please use the following link: 
http://www.opentext.com/2/global/company/investors/ir-events.htm 

Click here to return to Contents 

SAP Announces 2012 First Quarter Preliminary Results 
13 April 2012 

First Quarter 2012 Non-IFRS Software and Software-Related Service Revenue Increased 12% to €2.63 
Billion (10% at Constant Currencies) 

First Quarter 2012 Software Revenue Increased 4% to €637 Million (1% at Constant Currencies) 

First Quarter 2012 Non-IFRS Operating Profit Increased 7% to €834 Million (3% at Constant 
Currencies) 

SAP Reiterates Full Year 2012 Outlook  

SAP Expects Strong Second Quarter 2012 With Software Revenue Growth in a Range of 15% – 20% (at 
Constant Currencies) and Non-IFRS Software and Software-Related Service Revenue Growth in a 
Range of 14% - 16% (at Constant Currencies) 

After a preliminary review of its first quarter 2012 performance, SAP AG (NYSE: SAP) today 
announced its preliminary financial results for the first quarter ended March 31, 2012. 

The Company reiterates its full-year outlook. Based on its robust pipeline SAP expects a strong second 
quarter 2012 with software revenue growth in a range of 15% – 20% at constant currencies and non-
IFRS software and software-related service revenue growth in a range of 14% – 16% at constant 
currencies. 

SAP’s growth momentum continued in 2012 with a record first quarter in Asia Pacific/Japan (APJ) and 
double-digit growth in many markets including Latin America and Germany. 

The company had sales execution issues in North America which impacted first quarter performance. 
These issues have been resolved and the necessary steps have been taken to ensure that North America 
is back on track. After a record fourth quarter 2011, some European markets started more slowly in 
2012, but are well on track. 

SAP’s strategy is sound and the Company is executing on its innovation pipeline ahead of schedule. 
SAP is well positioned to capitalize on the major technology trends including big data, mobile, and 
cloud. Its cloud business is gaining momentum with a strong positive impact from SuccessFactors. 
SAP’s and SuccessFactors’ cloud portfolio showed robust double-digit growth in billings year-over-
year.  

http://www.opentext.com/2/global/company/investors/ir-events.htm
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“Customers continue to see SAP as the trusted innovator in the Business Applications market and we are 
innovating ahead of schedule. We had strong growth in Asia Pacific/Japan, Latin America and 
Germany. We also moved swiftly to address the sales execution challenges in North America and are 
already seeing our measures deliver success,” said SAP Co-CEOs Bill McDermott and Jim Hagemann 
Snabe. “Our pipeline is robust with increasing demand for key innovations including HANA, real-time 
analytics, mobile, cloud as well as our core applications. We are confident we will deliver a strong 
second quarter and we confirm our full-year outlook.” 

All 2012 figures in this release are approximate due to the preliminary nature of the announcement. 

FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS – First Quarter 2012 

  First Quarter 20121) 

  IFRS Non-IFRS2) 

€ billion, unless otherwise stated Q1 2012 Q1 2011 % change Q1 2012 Q1 2011 % change % change const. 
curr.3) 

Software 0.64 0.62 4% 0.64 0.62 4% 1% 

Software and software-related 
service revenue 2.62 2.33 13% 2.63 2.34 12% 10% 

Total revenue 3.35 3.02 11% 3.36 3.04 10% 8% 

Operating profit 0.63 0.60 6% 0.83 0.78 7% 3% 

- thereof TomorrowNow litigation 0.01 0.00 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Operating margin (%) 18.8 19.7 −0.9pp 24.8 25.6 −0.8pp −1.0pp 

1) All figures are preliminary and unaudited. 

2) Adjustments in the revenue line items are for the revenue that would have been recognized had the acquired entities remained 
stand-alone entities but that SAP is not permitted to recognize as revenue under IFRS as a result of business combination accounting 
rules. Adjustments in the operating expense line items are for acquisition-related charges, share-based compensation expenses, 
restructuring and discontinued activities. 

3) Constant currency revenue and operating profit figures are calculated by translating revenue and operating profit of the current 
period using the average exchange rates from the previous year's respective period instead of the current period. Constant currency 
period-over-period changes are calculated by comparing the current year's non-IFRS constant currency numbers with the non-IFRS 
numbers of the previous year's respective period. 

 

First Quarter 2012 
IFRS software revenue was €0.64 billion (2011: €0.62 billion), an increase of 4% (1% at constant 
currencies). 

IFRS software and software-related service revenue was €2.62 billion (2011: €2.33 billion), an increase 
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of 13%. Non-IFRS software and software-related service revenue was €2.63 billion (2011: €2.34 
billion), an increase of 12% (10% at constant currencies). 
IFRS total revenue was €3.35 billion (2011: €3.02 billion), an increase of 11%. Non-IFRS total revenue 
was €3.36 billion (2011: €3.04 billion), an increase of 10% (8% at constant currencies). 
IFRS operating profit was €0.63 billion (2011: €0.60 billion), an increase of 6%. Non-IFRS operating 
profit was €0.83 billion (2011: €0.78 billion), an increase of 7% (3% at constant currencies). 
IFRS operating margin was 18.8% (2011: 19.7%), a decrease of 0.9 percentage points. Non-IFRS 
operating margin was 24.8% (2011: 25.6%), or 24.6% at constant currencies, a decrease of 0.8 
percentage points (a decrease of 1.0 percentage points at constant currencies).  
Total headcount for the Group grew organically in the first quarter by approximately 1,700 FTEs year-
over-year in order to capture future growth opportunities. Total headcount for the group at the end of the 
first quarter was 59,400. 
First quarter 2012 non-IFRS software and software-related service revenue and non-IFRS operating 
profit excludes a deferred revenue write-down from acquisitions of €7 million (2011: €17 million). Non-
IFRS operating profit additionally excludes acquisition-related charges of €120 million, profit from 
discontinued activities of €7 million, share-based compensation expenses of €83 million and 
restructuring expenses of €0 million (2011: €112 million, expenses of €2 million, €52 million and €0 
million). 

Regional Performance – First Quarter 2012 
IFRS and non-IFRS software revenue for the EMEA region: €279 million, an increase of 4% (increase 
of 4% at constant currencies).  
IFRS software and software-related service revenue for the EMEA region: €1,233 million, an increase of 
10%. Non-IFRS software and software-related service revenue: €1,234 million, an increase of 9% 
(increase of 9% at constant currencies). 
IFRS and non-IFRS software and software-related service revenue for Germany: €371 million, an 
increase of 12% (increase of 12% at constant currencies). 
IFRS and non-IFRS software revenue for the Americas region: €236 million, a decrease of 4% (decrease 
of 7% at constant currencies).  
IFRS software and software-related service revenue for the Americas region: €946 million, an increase 
of 12%. Non-IFRS software and software-related service revenue: €952 million, an increase of 12% 
(increase of 8% at constant currencies). 
IFRS software and software-related service revenue for the United States: €692 million, an increase of 
12%. Non-IFRS software and software-related service revenue: €698 million, an increase of 11% 
(increase of 6% at constant currencies). 
IFRS and non-IFRS software revenue for the APJ region: €123 million, an increase of 19% (increase of 
16% at constant currencies).   
IFRS software and software-related service revenue for the APJ region: €440 million, an increase of 
22%.  Non-IFRS software and software-related service revenue: €440 million, an increase of 22% 
(increase of 16% at constant currencies). 
IFRS software and software-related service revenue for Japan: €144 million, an increase of 16%. Non-
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IFRS software and software-related service revenue: €144 million, an increase of 15% (increase of 6% 
at constant currencies). 

Business Outlook  
SAP reiterates the following outlook for the full-year 2012: 

The Company expects full-year 2012 non-IFRS software and software-related service revenue to 
increase in a range of 10% – 12% at constant currencies (2011: €11.35 billion). This includes a 
contribution of up to 2 percentage points from SuccessFactors’ business. 
The Company expects full-year 2012 non-IFRS operating profit to be in a range of €5.05 billion – €5.25 
billion at constant currencies (2011: €4.71 billion). Full-year 2012 non-IFRS operating profit excluding 
SuccessFactors is expected to be in a similar range. 
The Company projects a full-year 2012 IFRS effective tax rate of 26.5% – 27.5% (2011: 27.9%) and a 
non-IFRS effective tax rate of 27.0% – 28.0% (2011: 26.6%).  
In addition to the full-year outlook, SAP is providing the following outlook for the second quarter 2012: 

The Company expects second quarter 2012 software revenue to increase in a range of 15% – 20% at 
constant currencies (second quarter 2011: €838 million).  
The Company expects second quarter 2012 non-IFRS software and software-related service revenue to 
increase in a range of 14% – 16% at constant currencies (second quarter 2011: €2.59 billion).  
SAP will provide further details of its first quarter 2012 results on April 25th.  

Financial Analyst and Media Conference Call 
A replay of the call will be available for two weeks following the call. Replay numbers can be found 
below: 
Germany: +49 (0) 69 2222 2236 

United Kingdom: +44 (0) 20 7111 1244 

United States: +1 347 366 9565 

France: +33 (0) 1 74 20 28 00 

Replay Passcode: 9884953 

Additional Information 
First quarter 2012 revenue, profit and cash flow figures include the revenue, profits and cash flows from 
SuccessFactors starting on February 16th, 2012. For the prior-year period those numbers were not 
included.  
For a more detailed description of the non-IFRS adjustments and their limitations as well as our constant 
currency and free cash flow figures see Explanations of Non-IFRS Measures online 
(www.sap.com/investor). 

Click here to return to Contents 
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Implementation Investments 
Brazil’s Centroprojekt Selects AVEVA PDMS to Increase Design Productivity 
10 April 2012 

AVEVA announced that Centroprojekt do Brasil S/A has selected AVEVA as its sole provider of 3D 
design software for complex engineering projects. Centroprojekt operates across many industries, 
providing designs for major capital plant projects in the Pulp and Paper, Petrochemical and Chemical 
industries. AVEVA PDMS met Centroprojekt’s requirements for 3D design and for the integration of all 
key engineering disciplines, including piping, electrical and instrumentation across a dispersed team of 
designers.  
“We have two sites working at the same time on six different projects. Concurrent multi-location 
engineering combined with high productivity was a major consideration when we evaluated 3D design 
software alternatives”, said Jean Carlos Pontel, Detailed Engineering Manager at Centroprojekt. “We 
need to effectively manage our suppliers, as well as integrate many different disciplines, both of which 
are offered with AVEVA PDMS. We can increase project productivity through accurate material 
information, right first time design and reduced rework, all of which avoid significant project delays. 
Ultimately, AVEVA is helping us to minimize project risks through better quality design and this has a 
direct and positive impact on the ROI for our business”. 
“Previously, Centroprojekt would hire other engineering companies to complete projects using AVEVA 
PDMS”, added Santiago Pena, Senior Vice President, Latin America, AVEVA. “Following this contract 
win, we are supporting Centroprojekt to expand their in-house design team through an on-going internal 
trainee program. Centroprojekt provides an excellent example for the use of our ‘Integrated Engineering 
& Design’ capability. Our Change Highlighting and Compare & Update functionality allows project 
teams to closely integrate design and engineering disciplines throughout the lifecycle of a project and 
across multiple sites. Centroprojekt and our other customers quickly realise the benefits of our solutions 
and this is one reason that AVEVA is Latin America’s most popular supplier of engineering design and 
information management software”. 
AVEVA PDMS 3D design software is part of the AVEVA Plant portfolio, delivering maximum design 
productivity and capability on all types of plant projects, from small upgrades to major new builds. For 
further information visit httjp://www.aveva.com/plant 
Centroprojekt provides comprehensive services from site surveys, studies, multi-staged design 
documents, through planner's supervision during the construction period and consulting engineering to 
“turn-key” project deliveries for industrial and energy sectors, water and effluent treatment plants. 

Click here to return to Contents 

CadFaster Collaboration Software Now Available for Vectorworks Users 
10 April 2012 

Nemetschek Vectorworks, Inc. and CadFaster have joined together to offer CadFaster|Collaborate™ for 
users of Vectorworks® software. This announcement comes on the heels of the launch of Vectorworks 
Cloud Services, and will further broaden the ability for Vectorworks users to access their design files 
from any location. 

http://www.aveva.com/
httjp://www.aveva.com/plant
http://www.vectorworks.net/
http://www.cadfaster.com/
http://www.cadfaster.com/index.php/Products
http://www.vectorworks.net/cloudservices/index.php
http://www.vectorworks.net/cloudservices/index.php
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CadFaster|Collaborate for Vectorworks is a collaboration tool available as a plug-in to Vectorworks 
software. CadFaster|Collaborate provides design and engineering professional teams with the power to 
distribute their 3D CAD and BIM models effortlessly and to invite others to view and mark them up 
remotely and in real time, even from a laptop or iPad. 
"Vectorworks users will enjoy the simplicity and convenience that CadFaster has to offer them for real-
time, cloud-based 3D collaboration," said Jeremy Powell, director of product marketing at Nemetschek 
Vectorworks. "We're very proud to have CadFaster|Collaborate as the most recent addition to our third 
party partner product portfolio." 
CadFaster|Collaborate compresses the original data so that huge files can be shrunk to a size that can be 
emailed or downloaded from a link. Users do not need a desktop client to view the exported file; a 
simple double-click will launch the file, along with its own interface for viewing and annotation. 
Features such as turntable mode navigation, selection of rotation center, standard views and 
measurement/markup in section views all contribute to improved productivity and savings of valuable 
time and money. 
"Collaborating closely with Vectorworks to offer our software as a plug-in will benefit many 
Vectorworks customers," said Raimo Kuismin, chairman, CadFaster. "CadFaster|Collaborate for 
Vectorworks brings design and engineering professionals the ease of real-time multiuser collaboration 
with geographically dispersed teams; reduced engineering costs; increased productivity; and most 
importantly, the kind of functionality that can really drive revenue." 
CadFaster|Collaborate is available in English worldwide for all users of Vectorworks 2012 software. For 
more information or to purchase CadFaster for Vectorworks, please visit http://tinyurl.com/7r924nz. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Delcam Adds New Roughing and Finishing Strategies to PowerMILL 
11 April 2012 

The 2012 R2 version of Delcam’s PowerMILL CAM system for high-speed and five-axis machining 
includes new and enhanced strategies for both roughing and finishing. Full details of both the 2012R1 
and R2 releases, including videos demonstrating the new functionality, can be seen on 
http://www.delcam.tv/pm2012/lz.  

The most important of the new strategies is step cutting within area clearance. Modern roughing tools 
are capable of removing material more quickly by using larger stepdowns. The disadvantage of this 
approach is that large terraces can be left on the part. These steps can be removed by rest machining 
with a smaller tool. 

An alternative approach is to step back up the terrace with the existing large tool, adding extra cuts at 
intermediate levels. This results in more material being removed, using the same tool within the same 
toolpath. 

The rate of material removal can be optimised by increasing the feed rate automatically as the depth of 
cut gets smaller. This reduces the overall machining time. 

Another important addition is the ability to use polar milling when programming machines with a rotary 
table. With polar milling, the x or y axis is locked and the third axis of movement provided by the c axis. 
This can be more efficient when drilling or milling features arranged around a centre of rotation. It can 

http://tinyurl.com/7r924nz
http://www.delcam.tv/pm2012/lz
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also produce smoother movement and better surface finish with spiral machining. 
Another enhancement produces an improved toolpath when using automatic verification on a toolpath to 
prevent a collision by the shank or the toolholder. In the previous version of PowerMILL, the tool would 
be retracted to a safe height whenever a collision was possible and then returned to the part once it was 
safe to continue machining. Now, PowerMILL generates a continuous toolpath that removes as much 
material as possible, while still avoiding any collisions. The elimination of the retract moves shortens 
machining times and gives an improved surface finish, while the continuous cutting reduces the change 
of load on the tool so increasing its life. 
The use of stock models to optimise machining efficiency is also well established within PowerMILL. 
This functionality is now available from a new dedicated toolbar that makes it much easier to use and 
more consistent with other PowerMILL functionality. All the parameters related to a particular stock 
model can now be accessed from a single form. In addition, it is now possible to drag and drop tools or 
toolpaths into a stock-model folder prior to stock-model calculations. 
Work has also continued to improve the macro language within PowerMILL that can be used to 
automate any routine or repetitive calculations. A new macro debugger has been added that makes it 
easier and quicker to identify any errors in a macro. Furthermore, the creation and editing of larger, 
more complex macros has been made easier with a new option to set breakpoints within the macro and 
the ability to view the contents of the variables in a separate watch window. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Frazer-Nash Consultancy Selects Actran to Simulate Flow Generated Noise and Flow Induced 
Vibration 
10 April 2012 

MSC Software Corporation announced that Frazer-Nash Consultancy, a world class engineering 
technology organization, has selected MSC Software’s Actran/Vibroacoustics and Actran/Aeroacoustics 
to simulate challenging problems involving flow generated noise and flow induced vibration. The 
Actran software significantly enhances their expertise in solving acoustics problems for customers in 
several industries. 

Frazer-Nash Consultancy is one of the UK´s largest providers of engineering technology, delivering 
expertise and services solutions including systems engineering and design, safety, environmental, and 
risk mitigation, as well as engineering analysis and simulation. Their ability to perform acoustics 
simulations with MSC Software’s Actran has expanded their services capabilities and helps solve more 
of their customers‘ challenging engineering problems. 

“Actran was selected due to its ability to efficiently couple unsteady Computational Fluid Dynamics 
(CFD) and vibro-acoustic analysis including the influence of heavy fluid loading,” said Chris Carter, 
consultant at Frazer-Nash. “We deploy Actran for a wide range of pipeline and process equipment 
modeling, and use it to help design and simulate noise and vibration control measures in a virtual 
environment.”  

“We have verified the ability of Actran to solve vibro-acoustic problems with a wide variety of physics, 
and continue to advance our capability thanks to Actran´s efficient solver capabilities which allow us to 
analyze larger and more sophisticated models. This has given us a competitive advantage and stronger 
relationships with our customers,” Carter adds.  

http://www.fnc.co.uk/
http://www.mscsoftware.com/Products/CAE-Tools/Actran-Suite.aspx
http://www.mscsoftware.com/Products/CAE-Tools/Actran-Suite.aspx
http://www.mscsoftware.com/Products/CAE-Tools/Actran-Suite.aspx
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“We are delighted to support Frazer Nash Consultancy’s acoustics simulation projects,” said Stéphane 
Caro, business manager of Free Field Technologies. “We recognize that they are taking advantage of 
advanced features in the Actran software and solving critical problems for their customers. With the help 
of our technical support team, Frazer Nash Consultancy is able to address a large range of sophisticated 
engineering problems.” 

About Free Field Technologies, an MSC Software Company 
Founded in 1998, and headquartered in Mont-Saint-Guibert, Belgium, Free Field Technologies, an MSC 
Software company, develops and supports Actran, a powerful software suite for acoustic, vibro-acoustic 
and aero-acoustic modeling. Actran contains a wide set of acoustic features making it the solution of 
choice for customers as diverse as top car manufacturers and their suppliers, the largest civil and 
military aircraft and aircraft engine manufacturers, leading producers of loudspeakers and other audio 
devices, consultants, universities and research centers. FFT maintains offices in Toulouse, Tokyo, and 
Detroit. For more information, visit www.fft.be 

Click here to return to Contents 

QuadriSpace Releases 2012 Products for Manufacturing Documentation 
11 April 2012 

QuadriSpace™ Corporation announced the immediate availability of Pages3D 2012, Publisher3D 2012 
and Document3D Suite 2012. 

QuadriSpace software solutions are used worldwide to create manufacturing documents from 3D CAD 
models and then publish final documents to standard printed or interactive formats. Using the software, 
customers create 3D manufacturing instructions, 3D interactive service manuals, illustrated parts lists, 
technical illustrations and visual processes for assembly or disassembly in interactive 3D. All tools are 
CAD vendor independent and directly support importing 3D CAD and data files from products by 
Autodesk®, PTC®, SolidWorks®, Rhino® and other standard CAD programs. 

The 2012 version (http://www.quadrispace.com/m/2012/index.php) includes new tools to streamline the 
creation of exploded views. Exploded views are used often for manufacturing documentation and are a 
fundamental component of technical illustrations, part catalogs. They form the foundation for step-by-
step instructions sets. New tools make it easy to select multiple parts and then uniformly move them 
along a radial or linear path greatly simplifying this exploded view creation.  

With 2012, sharing 3D using 3D PDF becomes even easier and faster. New advances in technology 
incorporated into the 2012 version of QuadriSpace products result in published PDF files that are often 
less than half the size of previous versions of the software. Smaller files are easier to share through 
email, faster to download from the internet, open more rapidly and consume fewer system resources. 
Generally large models amplify this decrease in file size. Untextured large models can easily result in 
PDF files that are shrunk by 90% to 95% when compared to PDF files created with QuadriSpace’s 2011 
product line. 

Another significant improvement to 3D PDF publishing is the new ability to publish custom markups to 
PDF files. These markups are added to individually captured 3D views and are displayed dynamically as 
the view is recalled by clicking on a bookmark, button or table row. This is especially effective when 
combined with the ability to display descriptive text on the document page as illustrations are displayed. 

Click here to return to Contents 
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Rapidform Releases Latest Versions of Reverse Engineering Software 
10 April 2012 

INUS Technology, Inc. announced that the next major release of its flagship reverse engineering 
software, Rapidform XOR, will begin shipping to customers today. Rapidform XOR is the only software 
that combines 3D scan data processing and parametric solid modeling to give users the ability to create 
intelligent CAD models from point clouds and polygon meshes. It is also the only 3D scanning software 
that creates native CAD models from scan data for SolidWorks, PTC Creo (Pro/E), Siemens NX, 
CATIA V4/V5, AutoCAD, and new for 2012, Autodesk Inventor. 

“Developing Rapidform from the user’s point of view, we have focused on three main themes: 
Automation, Performance and Superior User Experience,” explains Calvin Hur, CEO of INUS 
Technology. “Simplification through automation makes it easier than ever to create feature-based CAD 
models from 3D scans. This new version of Rapidform XOR can cut the time needed to reverse engineer 
a scanned part by as much as half.” 

New technologies in Rapidform XOR3 SP1 save more time in creating parametric solids from 3D scans, 
Unlike other reverse engineering software, XOR makes real CAD features with parent-child 
relationships and design intent parameters. According to INDUS 3D models created in XOR are higher 
quality, easier to transfer into CAD, and are more easily edited than surface-based models. 

With this new release, XOR offers several new features to increase automation and efficiencies in the 
reverse engineering process. New features in Rapidform XOR3 SP1 include:  

Quick Modeling, a new way to create parametric feature based models using advanced technology that 
identifies and creates extrusions, revolutions, lofts, sweeps and pipes automatically 

Autodesk Inventor LiveTransfer to save native models in Inventor with complete feature trees 

Improved Auto Sketch to make accurate sketches easier and at least 50% faster 

CAD to Scan Alignment providing significant time savings on modeling arbitrary patterns 

Surfacing has also been improved in the upcoming release. Available in both Rapidform XOR and XOS, 
improved Auto Surfacing provides the convenience of automation with the control of manual surfacing. 
A new layout editing interface makes it easier to edit patch layout before completing the surfacing 
process, saving time and rework effort. Rapidform XOS3 SP1 will be available in May 2012. 

The latest versions of XOR and XOS are available in English, German, Chinese, Korean, Italian and 
Russian. 

For detailed information, overview videos and online training about these new features, visit 
http://www.rapidform.com/new. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Radan Nesting Role Helps Keep Altex Dynamic 
10 April 2012 

Nesting capabilities of CAD/CAM software, Radan, proved so vital for Altex Engineering Ltd that they 
have created a new role for a shop floor worker dealing almost exclusively with nests. 
Martin Brewer now controls all nesting for the sheet metal subcontractor on their Salvagnini fibre laser 

http://www.rapidform.com/
http://www.rapidform.com/about-us/press-news/rapidform-xor3-sp1-creates-native-cad-models-for-autodesk-inventor/
http://www.rapidform.com/new
http://www.radan.com/
http://www.altex.co.uk/
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and LVD punch press.  
“Due to the nature of the subcontract industry our priorities change on a daily basis,” says Managing 
Director Adrian Brewer (no relation to Martin). “It’s Martin’s job to produce the best Radan nests for 
that particular moment and use as little material as possible.” The Radan symbols are created by 
Technical Engineer Mark Haskell’s team in the office, then Martin takes the live job on the shop floor 
producing the nests for that day with whatever other parts are going through in the same material.  
The twin pallet Salvagnini L1Xe was the first in the UK when it was installed at their 10,000 square foot 
Wiltshire manufacturing plant. Altex say they could find nothing to match its overall performance of 
cutting five times faster than the eight-year-old 3kw machine it replaced. They manufacture from 
different grades of steel along with titanium, tungsten, inconel, and aluminium including 1050A which 
the more conventional C02 lasers find difficult. “And the wavelength of the fibre laser means it can 
easily cut highly reflective materials such as brass and annealed copper – which is impossible with C02 
lasers,” says Adrian.  
‘Flexible’ and ‘dynamic’ are two words featuring strongly in the company’s vocabulary, which he says 
keep them ahead of the game in these difficult economic times, and are the reason he created Martin’s 
new nesting role a few months ago. Previously, nesting was handled in the engineering office and often 
meant producing nests well ahead of delivery dates. Standard nests were created, leading to a number of 
pre-lasered parts held in stock, and allowing remnants to build up.  
“That has all changed with this new role,” says the MD. “It’s a very dynamic operation now, with 
Martin being right at the sharp end on the shop floor. He gets around 85% material usage, which, for 
some of the unusual shapes we cut, is extremely good. Radan helps him use every piece of material he 
possibly can – if there’s space on a sheet, he’ll fill it.” This strategy has also helped reduce raw material 
stocks; Martin is also responsible for buying in the sheet material which he orders against the nests he 
has created. “We only buy the material we need.” 
Mark says flexibility is another benefit of managing the Radan nests on the shop floor. “Martin can 
control which nest he needs to run first. This is particularly valuable if we need to urgently laser parts 
for a specific job. Or in some cases remove these parts from the main scheduled nests and put them onto 
a separate offcut or sheet. The remaining scheduled nests can be re-nested very quickly without 
disrupting the running of the machine or reducing the sheet utilisation.”  
The company, which celebrates its 30th anniversary in April, manufactures sheet metal products for a 
variety of industry sectors, including office furniture such as desks, screens, modesty panels, toolbars, 
paper trays and cabinets; components for commercial heating boiler systems; along with rollers and 
automated stackers used within the laundry industry. The Salvagnini also gives them the capability to 
produce the definition required for intricate titanium jewellery which they profile for a local Wiltshire 
based company.  
Altex have developed a laser operation, punch operation and profile operation in Radan’s e2i 
management system, giving Martin ease of control over whether a job is cut on the laser or punch press. 
“Some jobs are too intricate to punch, and we wouldn’t laser a job with hundreds of holes,” says the 
MD. “Also, some jobs would go on both machines; where there are intricate profiles we’ll form on the 
punch first, then bring the part over to the laser, and using its positional sensors to pick up on the holes 
and sheet edges we’d then cut around those.” Some larger panels would be lasered first, then put on the 
punch to produce extra holes.  
Where bending is required, the parts are forwarded to their LVD and Bystronic press brakes driven by 
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Radan’s Radbend module. And Radbend provides Altex with a number of other “added value” aspects, 
as Mark explains: “When we undertake ‘Value Engineer’ projects for customers, the first option for 
cutting costs is to reduce the amount of welding. We use Radbend to see if it’s feasible to fold certain 
parts instead of welding.” 
Where obscure folds are required on prototypes they are run through Radbend so the customer can be 
informed immediately if they are possible, and what the alternative folds or tooling would be. 
“On batches of smaller folded parts we utilise a combination of Radan’s improved common slit cutting 
feature and the Salvagnini’s cutting quality, to produce multi-fret parts for folding, which further 
increases sheet utilisation and reduces the profile time.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Product News 
ANSYS Users Can Achieve Faster, Higher-Fidelity Simulation Results with New Intel Xeon E5-2600 
Processor Family 
10 April 2012 

ANSYS® software users can realize groundbreaking gains in speed, fidelity and productivity with the 
recent release of the Intel® Xeon® processor E5-2600, realized in collaboration with ANSYS high-
performance computing (HPC) experts. By accelerating throughput, the new Intel processor 
technologies will enable ANSYS users to consider more product ideas, making design tradeoffs and 
increasing their engineering productivity. 
Intel teamed with ANSYS in developing the solution since engineering simulation generates numerically 
large computing problems -- and product development teams are often considered "power users" of 
corporate computing resources. 
"ANSYS has worked with Intel to make sure our joint customers can leverage the new Xeon processor 
family to ensure their products will perform as expected in the real word," said Jim Cashman, president 
and CEO of ANSYS. "This new platform represents a powerhouse for a majority of workflows and is a 
strategic technology to enable engineering simulation in HPC environment." 
In anticipation of HPC improvements such as Intel's, ANSYS continually adds new capabilities to its 
software, leading to overall performance gains. For example, using a demonstration project called 
50:50:50, automotive engineers leverage morphing, advanced computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 
solver numerics, HPC environments and process automators to simulate 50 shape variants of a vehicle, 
with high-fidelity CFD simulations that use a computational mesh of 50 million cells for simulating each 
design point, in a total elapsed time of 50 hours after initial case setup. This is already an impressive 
result but, by using Intel's new-generation Xeon E5-2600 processors, these same simulations now take 
only 34 hours -- an additional improvement of 48 percent 
"Customers using ANSYS engineering simulation software expect accuracy, efficiency and throughput 
to generate outstanding designs as quickly as possible," said Dr. Rajeeb Hazra, vice president and 
general manager of Intel's Technical Computing Group. "Intel and ANSYS, working together, have 
enabled the new Intel Xeon Processor E5-2600 to deliver the compute performance, memory 
performance and IO performance to enable ANSYS' latest technology to achieve breakthrough 
performance for a wide range of users. We look forward to future collaborations with ANSYS, 
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extending this work to take advantage of the Intel® Many Integrated Core (MIC) architecture as well." 
ANSYS and Intel continue to explore the limits of scale-out processing, including the MIC architecture, 
which combines numerous Intel processing cores onto a single chip. Other collaborative efforts include 
interconnect optimization, with ANSYS and Intel's Fabric Technology Group working to further 
enhance the performance and scalability. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Argonne National Laboratory Selects LMS International as Global Partner for Autonomie 
12 April 2012 

LMS International (LMS) and the U.S. Department of Energy's Argonne National Laboratory (Argonne) 
have concluded agreements through which LMS will become Argonne global partner for Autonomie.  

Autonomie is a Plug-and-Play Powertrain and Vehicle Model Architecture and Development 
Environment to support the rapid evaluation of new powertrain/propulsion technologies for improving 
fuel economy through virtual design and analysis in a math-based simulation environment. The 
development of Autonomie has been funded by the U.S. Department of Energy Vehicle Technologies 
Program (VTP).  

LMS will act as Argonne exclusive and worldwide agent for Autonomie, and distribute Autonomie in 
combination with its mechatronic system simulation platform, LMS Imagine.Lab. Argonne and LMS 
will also cooperate to advance interoperability of Autonomie with Imagine.Lab AMESim, for scalable 
multi-physics modeling, and with Imagine.Lab SysDM for collaborative model and data management.  

“LMS is pleased to be selected by Argonne as its global partner for Autonomie”, comments Dr. Jan 
Leuridan, LMS Executive Vice-President & CTO, “in combination with the Imagine.Lab platform for 
mechatronic system simulation, LMS is in a unique position to deliver the most complete solution for 
vehicle energy management, fuel economy and driveability optimization, addressing both the needs for 
physical system optimization, as well as the needs for model-based controls engineering”. 

Argonne has developed Autonomie in cooperation with General Motors since 2006. “GM has been 
working closely with Argonne and LMS on the challenges of engineering vehicles with right brand 
performances, while meeting increasing requirements for fuel economy”, comments Daniel Nicholson, 
GM Executive Director Powertrain Driveability, Calibration and Validation, “we welcome very much 
Argonne's selection of LMS as global partner for Autonomie. This choice will enable GM to move 
forward with Autonomie and Imagine.Lab as strategic platforms to support our global vehicle 
engineering activities."  

“Argonne is pleased to partner with LMS to continue to accelerate the introduction of advanced 
technologies into the market through math-based engineering”, comments Aymeric Rousseau, 
Argonne’s Vehicle Modeling and Simulation manager. “Autonomie’s commercialization is the result of 
more than a decade of pre-competitive cooperative research to develop new technologies and tools, and 
quickly bring to market highly fuel efficient vehicles that will reduce U.S. petroleum dependence”, 
comments Patrick Davis, US Department of Energy’s Vehicle Technologies Program Manager. 
About Argonne  

The U.S. Department of Energy's Argonne National Laboratory seeks solutions to pressing national 
problems in science and technology. The nation’s first national laboratory, Argonne conducts leading-
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edge basic and applied scientific research in virtually every scientific discipline. Argonne researchers 
work closely with researchers from hundreds of companies, universities, and federal, state and municipal 
agencies to help them solve their specific problems, advance America’s scientific leadership and prepare 
the nation for a better future. With employees from more than 60 nations, Argonne is managed by 
UChicago Argonne, LLC for the U.S. Department of Energy’s Office of Science. 

For more information on LMS and Argonne National Laboratory cooperation: www.lmsintl.com/1D-
simulation-argonne-autonomie 

Click here to return to Contents 

Autodesk and Photobucket to Bring Pixlr Photo Editing to 100 Million New Users 
10 April 2012 

Autodesk, Inc. announced a partnership with Photobucket, the leading dedicated photo and video 
sharing service, to bring Pixlr™ photo editing tools to Photobucket users. Pixlr’s integration within the 
Photobucket website will give users access to an even more robust set of tools for editing their images 
directly within the Photobucket service.  
Photobucket will now offer Pixlr tools, including the popular Pixlr Editor, which enables per-pixel 
editing, and the newly revamped Pixlr Express, which provides simple tools to correct, crop, resize and 
personalize images with effects, overlays and borders. The partnership between the companies will also 
provide advertisers with a creative environment from which they can deliver custom, branded effects in 
Photobucket ad packages.  
“Our goal is to enable our 100 million users to share their memories and stories with simple, best-in-
class creative tools; and our partnership with Pixlr enables us to do just that,” said Kate Hare, vice 
president, Products, Photobucket. “Whether users are looking for easy adjustments and effects, or are in 
need of advanced features such as layers and per-pixel editing, Pixlr significantly expands that toolset, 
helping us to deliver the most robust tools for photo-editing and personalization.”  
“Autodesk is helping liberate creativity by making digital design and creation tools accessible and more 
enjoyable to a wide range of people,” said Samir Hanna, vice president, Consumer Products, Autodesk, 
“We’re excited to enhance the Photobucket user experience and continue to inspire creativity through 
Pixlr’s wide range of photo editing tools.”  
With more than 25 million users, Pixlr is one of the most widely used free photo editors. It transforms 
any image with a fast, intuitive toolset that is easy to use for inexperienced photographers with no prior 
knowledge of photo editing, while also offering fully featured, per-pixel editing complete with layers, 
adjustment tools and filters for the more advanced user. Photobucket users will have access to all Pixlr 
editing tools, from simple to advanced functions.  
“We strive to deliver an unparalleled user experience, providing both consumers and brands with mobile 
and web options for simplifying their ability to tell stories through images,” said Photobucket’s Hare. 
“The Pixlr tools, in addition to our recently launched Social Importer, are critical components for 
providing consumers with an easy — yet comprehensive — solution for personalizing, storing and 
sharing all of their photos and videos for life.”  
Autodesk creative applications bring creative and 3D design tools to the masses in a fun and accessible 
way. The same software technology originally built for movie studios, car companies, and architectural 
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firms enables millions of individuals at every skill level to unlock their creativity, while inspiring the 
next generation of designers, engineers and creative artists. Every day more than one million people 
engage with Autodesk free consumer tools.  

About Photobucket  
Photobucket has over 100 million registered members, Photobucket users upload over four million 
images and videos per day from the web and connected digital devices. Photobucket hosts, preserves 
and protects photos and videos while bringing members the very best browsing, sharing and editing 
experiences. In addition to uploading and sharing with friends and family on the Photobucket site, users 
can also instantly share memories across all of the most popular social networks, instant messenger 
applications, through email and from their mobile phones. For the latest feature announcements and 
news, visit the Photobucket press blog at http://blog.photobucket.com/photobucket_press.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Bentley’s Newly Released BoxGirder Module Extends Use of BridgeMaster Software to Broad Range 
of Bridge Types 
9 April 2012 

Bentley Systems, Incorporated announced the release of its BoxGirder design module for BridgeMaster, 
the leading software in China for the fast and efficient automated production of bridge detailed 
drawings. BridgeMaster has a long track record of meeting even the most demanding Chinese 
engineering standards. The new BridgeMaster BoxGirder cast-in-place box girder design software 
further extends BridgeMaster’s modeling and design capabilities, focusing on the automatic design and 
drawing of modeling and bar detailing for a broad range of bridge types including highway bridges, 
urban overpasses, and rail bridges. By freeing bridge designers from heavy drawing work and enabling 
them to devote more time to schematic design, the BoxGirder module helps ensure the production of 
accurate and standards-compliant bridge designs while improving design workflows and efficiency. 

Commenting on the new BridgeMaster BoxGirder module, Mr. Lu Zhuojun, IT director, Hunan 
Provincial Communications Planning, Survey & Design Institute, said, “The BridgeMaster BoxGirder 
module meets our needs to quickly and efficiently complete the modeling and bar detailing drawings for 
conventional constant-section or nonconventional variable-section box girders, while automatically 
generating engineering quantity statistics. It also provides outstanding interactive performance and 
greatly improves the efficiency of modeling scenarios for design iterations and changes. 

“We have closely collaborated with the Bentley technical team in the development of this new software 
and will continue to do so to facilitate a steady stream of innovations going forward. This will enable us 
to better apply BridgeMaster BoxGirder’s enhanced modeling functionality in our design projects and 
empower our teams to efficiently design box girder bridges with even the most complex of structural 
arrangements.” 

Mr. Yuan Guo Ping, Bentley director of BrIM Development, said, “Our new BridgeMaster BoxGirder 
module introduces bridge information modeling (BrIM). This will significantly enhance our 
BridgeMaster software product line by improving data interoperability in the modeling process and 
facilitating the flow of digital bridge engineering information among the planning, design, engineering, 
analysis, fabrication, construction, maintenance, and rehabilitation phases of the infrastructure lifecycle. 
BrIM enables bridge designers, builders, and owner-operators to easily share a common bridge 
information model, helping them optimize design decisions and leading to process innovation through 
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information reuse. We look forward to incorporating BrIM innovations throughout the BridgeMaster 
product line.” 
The new BridgeMaster BoxGirder module features advanced functionality that enables users to: 

•efficiently complete the design model of constant-section or variable-section concrete box girders,  

•generate general structural drawings, coordinates, reinforcing bar detailed drawings, and tendon 
detailed drawings of structures,  
•generate engineering quantity statistics.  

Among the many users of BridgeMaster software are: 

•Hunan Provincial Communications Planning, Survey & Design Institute  

•Guangxi Communications Planning, Survey & Design Institute  

•Communications Design Institute of Jiangxi Province  

•Shaanxi Provincial Highway Survey & Design Institute  

•Zhejiang Provincial Institute of Communications Planning, Design & Research  

•Hubei Provincial Communications Planning and Design Institute  

•Guizhou Communications Planning, Survey & Design Academy  

•China Railway Siyuan Survey & Design Group Co., Ltd.  

•Guangdong Highway Design Institute  

•Hebei Research Institute of Communications Survey & Design  

•Henan Provincial Communications Planning, Survey & Design Institute  

For additional information about the Bentley Bridge family, visit http://www.bentley.com/bridgedesign. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Cadence Low-Power, Advanced-Node Digital Technology Incorporated Into SMIC 40nm Reference 
Flow 
10 April 2012 

Cadence Design Systems, Inc. announced that China’s Semiconductor Manufacturing International 
Corporation (SMIC), one of the world’s leading foundries, has introduced a low-power, advanced-node 
IC design reference flow using Cadence® Encounter® digital technology and SMIC’s 40-nanometer 
manufacturing process. This new reference flow offers design teams a predictable and accelerated path 
to complex SoC designs for a wide range of low-power applications, including the latest consumer 
electronics products such as tablets and smartphones.  

The SMIC-Cadence flow automates designs with advanced power management features. This 
production-proven methodology is fully incorporated across the complete and integrated Cadence RTL 
to GDSII flow, which includes Encounter RTL Compiler, Encounter Conformal Low Power, Encounter 
Digital Implementation System, Encounter Timing System, Encounter Power System, Cadence QRC, 
Cadence CMP Predictor and Cadence Physical Verification System.  

http://www.bentley.com/bridgedesign
http://www.cadence.com/solutions/lp/Pages/Default.aspx
http://www.cadence.com/cadence/newsroom/features/Pages/digital.aspx
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“We have worked closely with Cadence to develop a reference flow that helps our customers accelerate 
and differentiate their low-power, high-performance chips,” said Tianshen Tang, vice president of SMIC 
Design Service. “By using this interoperable, low-power, Common Power Format-based flow from RTL 
to GDSII, design teams can achieve faster time-to-volume for advanced low-power 40-nanometer 
designs.”  
“Cadence and SMIC have teamed to enable joint customers to benefit from a comprehensive set of 
digital technologies such as flat power aware implementation with timing and signal integrity closure, 
power domain aware physical synthesis, closed loop low-power verification and physical verification,” 
said John Murphy, group director, Strategic Alliances at Cadence. “By using this proven flow with the 
40-nanometer SMIC manufacturing process, customers have a differentiated approach to low-power 
design that can get them to market faster with lower power consumption.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Dassault Systemes Introduces a New Release of 3DSwYm, its Social Innovation Application 
12 April 2012 

Dassault Systèmes announced the release of its next-generation 3DSwYm social innovation application. 

3DSwYm is a social enterprise platform that goes beyond today’s mostly static corporate intranets and 
information systems, transforming the way companies and their employees can drive innovation and 
contribute actively to company’s vision and strategy. Designed to dynamically share and leverage 
knowledge, 3DSwYm creates value by enabling organizations to uncover and harness individual talents 
and ideas inside and outside the company, including partners, suppliers, consumers or any other 
stakeholder. Connecting via communities brings objectives and content more sharply into focus and 
helps everyone concentrate on an organization's strategic priorities. These communities foster powerful 
synergies, creating an open and participative approach. 

“3DSwYm empowers everyone, regardless of domain, to innovate and add value, share their experience 
and put forward ideas, fostering a strong sense of belonging and engaging everyone in the enterprise’s 
challenges and vision,” said Sophie Planté, CEO 3DSwYm, Dassault Systèmes. “The result is a unified 
360-degree view of activities and interactions shared across the organization. 3DSwYm becomes a real-
time social dynamic referential environment, offering effective decision and action support, leveraging 
social innovation to help transform the organization." 

The 3DSwYm social enterprise environment integrates with legacy information systems and business 
processes as well as Dassault Systèmes’ ENOVIA collaborative platform. It incorporates the Exalead 
semantic search engine, which blends search capability with intelligent, in-context content suggestions. 
Other benefits include sharing of 3D models, social learning and serious gaming applications, in 
addition to the extensive added value of Netvibes’ widget catalog to personalize the 3DSwYm 
environment. Companies can develop their own complete secure on-the-cloud community relying on 
Dassault Systèmes Outscale SaaS operator services. Without any of the traditional associated 
infrastructure and resource costs, companies can instantly establish dedicated communities and virtual 
innovation spaces. The combination of these strategic elements allows them to create an intelligent 
enterprise. 
“At Dassault Systèmes we care for delivering the right experiences to all industries, but we especially 
care for the ‘human’ behind the business process. Unleashing the power of each individual and 
connecting people in a more ‘social’ way within an organization is one of the key transformations facing 
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industry this century,” said Monica Menghini, executive vice president, Industry and Marketing, 
Dassault Systèmes. “We are offering customers a value creation platform. Many disciplines within a 
company create value. All industries, from banking and insurance to retail, fashion, construction, 
energy, life sciences, transportation or aerospace, need to break down barriers and ensure value is 
created by all. 3DSwYm lies at the heart of our Social Industry Experience strategy." 
3DSwYm was born out of employee ingenuity. This environment was developed by a team of Dassault 
Systèmes people from several different organizations who shared the dream of creating a new type of 
collaborative environment to transform the way they worked together and the way they innovated. The 
wide adoption of 3DSwYm by Dassault Systèmes and its ecosystem of partners, as well of the simplicity 
of the integrated Exalead’s search capabilities and Netvibes’ information intelligence, has led Dassault 
Systèmes to sell its equity position in blueKiwi SA. 
For more information about 3DSwYm: www.3ds.com/3dswym 
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Design Simulation Technologies Develops New 4D Mechanical Simulation Product with Spatial’s 3D 
Software Components 
12 April 2012 

Spatial Corp. announces Design Simulation Technologies (DST) has launched their new product 
SimWise 4D, a mechanical simulation product providing 3D kinematic and dynamic motion simulation 
integrated with Finite Element Analysis. DST is pleased to acknowledge this new product has been 
brought to market with the help of Spatial’s 3D ACIS Modeler and 3D InterOp components. 

SimWise 4D is created for mechanical designers and engineers who need to simulate the performance of 
their designs. While applicable to all mechanical industries, SimWise 4D has a clear focus on products 
consisting of moving mechanical assemblies. SimWise 4D helps designers and engineers obtain answers 
to fundamental questions about their designs, such as “Does it Work?” and “Will it Break?” It brings 3D 
dynamic motion simulation integrated in a single package plus tight connections to CAD systems to the 
engineer’s desktop in a product that does not require an engineering analyst to operate. The product’s 
Integrated Mechanical Design Simulation; 3D Dynamic Motion combined with FEA; tight integration 
with leading CAD systems; physics-based high definition animation; and link to control simulation 
products provide a complete mechanical simulation environment. 

3D modeling capabilities and CAD translation components are required by DST to represent model 
geometry, evaluate mass properties, and check for interference, with all analyses performed on imported 
CAD geometry. The flexibility and robustness of 3D ACIS Modeler address the breadth of DST’s 
modeling needs. 3D InterOp delivers the highest quality data exchange of CAD formats, enabling 
superior CAD file translation; meeting DST requirements for error-free data. The quality of data import 
reduces support burden and allows engineers to start analysis sooner rather than work to clean up the 
model. It is this quality and ability to support DST’s unique requirements that allows SimWise 4D to 
pass on crucial benefits to the end-user such as reducing the number of physical prototypes, decreasing 
warranty costs, and improving product quality. 

“Spatial’s components allowed us to get our product to market faster with world class modeling and 
interoperability”, states Alan Wegienka, DST Director. “It would not have been possible to bring this 
product to market without Spatial’s technology because we would never have been able to develop the 
modeling and interoperability technology we obtained from Spatial.”  

http://www.3ds.com/3dswym
http://www.spatial.com/
http://www.design-simulation.com/
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"We are excited about our partnership with the DST team, and helping them deliver SimWise 4D. The 
technical advancements in the product confirm Spatial’s value – enabling DST to focus on innovative 
analysis rather than managing data translation issues or developing algorithms for tessellation and 
collision detection,” commented Ray Bagley, Spatial Director of Product Planning and Management. 
“Our commitment to DST continues and we are eager to assist them as they engage their customers and 
continue to extend SimWise 4D.”  

Click here to return to Contents 

JETCAM Launches New Versions of Expert CADCAM and Orders Controller Software 
12 April 2012 

JETCAM International s.a.r.l (Monaco) announced the simultaneous launch of updates to its two 
flagship products – JETCAM Expert CADCAM and nesting software for sheet metal and composite 
users, and the Premium version of JETCAM Order Controller (JOC), which provides remote ordering, 
geometry creation and nesting for JETCAM Expert. 

Version 16.23.02 of JETCAM Expert is the start of several end user releases planned for 2012 focussing 
on punching for sheet metal. The new release boasts a 50 x improvement when performing web nesting 
due to a completely re-written underlying core. It also includes the recently announced Prima-Power 
XML postprocessor for Tulus based controllers, along with many other feature enhancements across the 
board. 

JETCAM Order Controller v8.50 provides a remote method of ordering components or assemblies 
within JETCAM Expert, and this latest version provides a raft of benefits and improvements. The CAD 
import engine has been completely rewritten and now supports JETCAM Expert’s Single Component 
Automatic Processing (SCAP). This allows JOC users to remotely and automatically create geometry 
files from multiple CAD drawings and tool them for a punching or profiling machine with just a few 
clicks of a mouse. Upon receiving instructions from JOC, JETCAM will automatically process the 
queued files and report back once done. Users of JETCAM’s Remote Control Processing (RCP) module 
for JETCAM also benefit from a new streamlined interface. JOC also includes a comprehensive reports 
designer and generator, allowing for customised reports to be easily designed and implemented. 

Both products are available for immediate download at no cost from the JETCAM website for customers 
with a current maintenance contract. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Lattice Technology Releases XVL Player v12.0 
10 April 2012 

Lattice Technology® Inc., today released the latest version of XVL Player and XVL Player Pro. 

The free XVL Player enables full viewing, measurement, markup, cross-section and animation playback. 
Lattice Technology's XVL format is the industry's most compressed 3D format with no loss of accuracy 
of the data. This lightweight footprint for 3D allows complex 3D data and assemblies to be viewed on 
lower-specification PCs and easily shared across a network or the internet. XVL Player enables access to 
the additional data, such as annotation, metadata, animations, assembly tree and more, embedded within 
the XVL format. 

http://www.lattice3d.com/
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XVL Player v12.0 enables users to access 3D models using Mozilla Firefox and Internet Explorer. In 
addition, the new version includes new features to support the latest process animation authoring and 
mBom enhancements in XVL Studio. 
The latest version of XVL Player is recommended for anyone needing to view XVL data and it can be 
downloaded free of charge at the Lattice Technology, Inc. website. XVL is used extensively at global 
manufactures to share information across departments, suppliers and customers.  
XVL Player Pro customers with current maintenance can download the updated version free of charge. 

Click here to return to Contents 

LMS to Release LMS Imagine.Lab SysDM Rev11 
10 April 2012 

LMS International announced the Rev11 release of LMS Imagine.Lab SysDM, its collaborative 
environment for model and data management. This release is fully dedicated to enhanced usability, user-
orientation and process efficiency.  

With Rev11, LMS Imagine.Lab SysDM becomes an integral part of the LMS portfolio for Model-Based 
System Engineering. In particular, the aim is to empower the LMS Imagine.Lab AMESim and 
Simulink® users by organizing the collaborative processes between user communities creating model 
assets and communities for those using them. In order to further strengthen its capabilities as a 
productivity tool, this new release of LMS Imagine.Lab SysDM has been fully dedicated to support 
usability, user-orientation and process efficiency.  

Collaboration backbone  
The world and use of simulation tools has entered a new era, and customers now have to deal with many 
complex system models as well as the intensive integration of resources. Based on this recognition LMS 
Imagine.Lab SysDM has evolved into not only an enabler of model collaboration between departments, 
but also as an essential organizer of intellectual property and knowledge. By using LMS Imagine.Lab 
SysDM as a collaboration platform for model and data exchange, LMS customers have the ideal 
environment at their fingertips to front load system engineering and develop higher quality systems.  

Keeping the user in mind 
In terms of usability, LMS Imagine.Lab SysDM Rev 11 offers a next generation Graphical User 
Interface enabling rapid adoption of model management framework which is open and tool neutral. A 
new look and feel provides the user with a smooth experience, while the clear information display 
complemented with dedicated wizards ensures improved user process guidance on important tasks. This 
makes LMS Imagine.Lab SysDM Rev11 particularly intuitive for new or occasional users as well as 
efficient for experienced users. 

A major step forward has been achieved in the area of efficiency, empowering users with the capability 
to improve their model organization, to easily retrieve and search information and to group several tasks 
in one single operation. By keeping the user in mind, LMS Imagine.Lab SysDM Rev11 supports LMS 
Imagine.Lab AMESim users in their daily work with their specific libraries. Both the automatic 
detection of LMS Imagine.Lab AMESim User Libraries as well as automatic creation of Library 
elements simplify user scenarios and improve their system simulation process. 

‘A new dimension to collaboration’ 
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“This new release of LMS Imagine.Lab SysDM plays a key role in the successful Model-Based System 
Engineering approach LMS is driving,” comments Vincent Braibant, Director of Simulation Strategy at 
LMS. “LMS Imagine.Lab platform supports the engineering process by providing world-leading 
solutions to create, manage and use simulation models to support the product creation. Within this 
global approach, LMS Imagine.Lab SysDM gives collaboration a new dimension and represents a 
unique asset in increasing the productivity and efficiency of the system simulation process.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Now released:  Tecplot® 360™ 2012 Featuring New ANSYS CFX Data Loader, Improved Speed 
12 April 2012 

Tecplot, Inc. announced the 2012 release of Tecplot 360®, the company’s flagship software for 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) visualization and analysis. This latest version features a new 
ANSYS CFX data loader, a faster ANSYS Fluent loader, automated streamtrace seeding, and new cut 
plane tools. 

"Every new release of Tecplot 360 focuses on helping our users get their work done more productively 
and with greater ease," said Rich Stillman, president. "This version provides important new capabilities 
to ANSYS users specifically, but it also delivers important improvements to streamtrace seeding and 
constrained slices in the cut plane tools.” 

Tecplot 360 2012 offers performance improvements and enhancements, including: 

Ansys CFX file loader: Load files generated by the CFX CFD code directly into Tecplot 360. 

Faster loading of Fluent files: Automatically generates index files for each Fluent case and data file. 
The index file significantly speeds up the data loading process to rapidly provide the user with an initial 
plot. 

Automated streamtrace seeding on surfaces: Select surfaces, such as bodies, slices, and iso-surfaces, 
and then automatically seed a specified number of streamtraces to start on that surface. This can be very 
helpful in identifying flow patterns on a body or in the 3D flow field. 

Constrained slices: Constrain the extent of slices by restricting their range to a user defined box. This 
focuses the region under investigation and prevents surrounding details from being obscured. Multiple 
sets of slices can be specified with independently-positioned constraint boxes. 

Performance improvements. Numerous operations have been optimized to run faster in this version. 

Platforms and pricing 
Tecplot 360 2012 is available for 32- and 64-bit versions of Windows 7, Vista, and XP; 64-bit Mac and 
UNIX platforms and Linux platforms. Pricing starts at $4,400 in the U.S. for a single-user perpetual 
license. Tecplot 360 users with current SMS agreements can upgrade to the latest version at no cost. 

About Tecplot, Inc. 
Founded in 1981 and based in Bellevue, Wash., Tecplot, Inc. empowers engineers and scientists to 
discover, analyze, and understand information in complex data, and to effectively communicate the 
results to others. The company launched Tecplot, its first software product for the scientific visualization 
market, in 1988. Since then, Tecplot has added Tecplot Chorus and Tecplot RS to its visualization and 
analysis products.  

http://www.tecplot.com/Solutions/Products/TecplotChorus.aspx
http://www.tecplot.com/Solutions/Products/TecplotRS.aspx
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PTC Advances MCAD Strategy with Release of Creo 2.0 
9 April 2012 

PTC announced Creo® 2.0, the latest release of its new generation of product design software. Last 
June, PTC challenged the industry paradigm with the introduction of the first nine “apps” in its Creo 
family – conceived, in part, to enable a much wider range of roles to contribute to the design process 
with a set of integrated, purpose-built tools. With Creo 2.0, PTC introduces a new role-specific app 
supporting modular product design that extends how organizations can approach concept design, and 
delivers significant productivity enhancements to its existing Creo apps. 

“The release of Creo 2.0 demonstrates PTC’s unwavering commitment to deliver against our Creo 
strategy and solve the chronic challenges customers face with traditional CAD tools,” said Michael 
Campbell, divisional general manager MCAD segment, PTC. ”Built on PTC’s heritage of innovation, 
Creo rethinks the very nature of product design, increasing collaboration and protecting data fidelity 
across any user role, any design mode, or any data source. Today, PTC is also delivering the first 
technology component in its vision for managing modular product designs driven by the bill of 
materials.” 

Modular Product Design 
With Creo 2.0, PTC introduces a 10th app to the Creo family – Creo Options ModelerTM – a new role-
specific app built for designers who need to create or validate modular product designs in 3D early in a 
design cycle. The new app, available this summer, delivers a dedicated, easy-to-use, powerful set of 
capabilities to build accurate, up-to-date, precise 3D-based product assemblies, irrespective of size or 
complexity. When used with Creo ParametricTM, Creo Options Modeler enables teams to validate 
precise mass, center of gravity, and even check and resolve critical issues like interference for modular 
designs. 

Creo Options Modeler contributes to PTC’s AnyBOMTM Assembly technology vision, which promises 
to give teams the power and scalability needed to create, validate and reuse information for modular 
product architectures. By combining Creo Options Modeler with PTC’s Windchill® product lifecycle 
management software, manufacturers can generate and validate precise 3D representations of product 
configurations defined by an individual bill of materials. 

By enabling easier reuse of existing 3D models and through innovative interface tagging, the new app 
can reduce process errors and engineering rework. As a member of the Creo product family, Creo 
Options Modeler also leverages and shares data between other Creo apps, and with other people 
involved in the design process and beyond, further increasing detailed design and downstream process 
productivity. 

Rethinking Concept Design 
Many companies prefer to start concept designs in 2D to quickly explore multiple options before 
moving to build more complex 3D models. With Creo 2.0, PTC delivers on its vision for enabling 
companies to make the most of this early stage of their product development process. The new releases 
of Creo Parametric, Creo DirectTM, the free Creo SketchTM (now available on Mac OS X with this 
release), and Creo LayoutTM combine to greatly enhance collaboration, innovation and design 
exploration during concept design. Since all Creo apps share a common data model, 2D geometry and 

http://www.ptc.com/product/creo/
http://www.ptc.com/
http://www.ptc.com/product/creo/options-modeler
http://www.ptc.com/view?im_dbkey=138392
http://www.ptc.com/view?im_dbkey=128393
http://www.ptc.com/view?im_dbkey=138771
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design data can be easily shared by all users and apps and can be re-used later in the design process to 
accelerate the transition to the detailed design phase. 
In Creo Layout 2.0, PTC is helping to solve the specific problem of transitioning from 2D to 3D, 
allowing users to easily create a layout of complex assemblies, quickly explore design alternatives, 
import a variety of 2D CAD file types, sketch and modify 2D geometry, organize information with 
groups, tags and structure as well as dimensions, notes and tables. Once created, a 2D design in Creo 
Layout can serve as the basis for 3D models, allowing users to create assemblies in 2D or reference 2D 
geometry to create part features, and any changes made in 2D are reflected in 3D upon regeneration. 

Productivity Enhancements 
In the new release, PTC delivers more than 490 enhancements to the Creo app family, all designed to 
optimize the user experience and increase design productivity. 
Creo Parametric enables increased productivity and streamlining of the overall product design process 
with: 
Freeform Surfaces - With the enhanced freestyle capabilities, designers can quickly and easily create 
more refined surfaces with higher levels of detail while still maintaining top level control over the 
general freeform shape. This significantly reduces the time to move concepts to precise, highly-detailed 
aesthetic product designs. 
Cross-sections – Designers working in 3D cross-sections gain complete product insight with new, 
intuitive, and fast ways to create and dynamically re-position the sections, including instant access 
directly from the model tree. Real-time interference detection within a section together with 2D 
visualization helps designers fully visualize the design, design changes, and detect and address potential 
issues early. The new tools significantly enhance productivity when working in cross-sections and 
provide a rich design environment that accelerates the overall design process. 
Measure - The new streamlined measure tool offers significant performance and usability 
improvements. Designers can gain detailed insight into key dimensions and measurements of any 
selected surface. By controlling how and where measured results are displayed on-screen, and allowing 
for simple re-use of the displayed values into other applications, such as a Word document, designers 
can improve the efficiency and accuracy of leveraging precise measurements during the design process. 
Track Changes – The new track changes capability in Creo Parametric allows designers to view, accept 
or reject model changes made by others using Creo Direct. Designers can now work with a broader 
range of roles across the company while still maintaining full control of how changes are reflected in the 
parametric model. This ensures design intent is fully maintained. Irrespective of modeling approach or 
Creo app, teams can now truly work together. 
Overall, Creo Parametric delivers state-of-the-art user experience, new capabilities, automates common 
tasks, improves performance with streamlined workflows and enables dramatically improved overall 
design productivity. 
Beyond Creo Parametric, PTC delivers significant enhancements to other Creo apps. New capabilities in 
Creo Direct help accelerate bid-proposals and early concept design. Casual users can now quickly and 
easily create new compelling 3D designs. They also can easily modify models by reference to existing 
geometry of available parts and assemblies or quickly, but precisely place multiple parts and assemblies 
into position with the new intelligent snapping capabilities. 
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And as Creo Direct seamlessly works with Creo Parametric and other Creo apps, any 3D design can be 
shared by users across the enterprise design process. 
In addition, this latest release greatly simplifies the installation process for Creo, only downloading and 
installing the Creo apps specific to a customer’s environment and license entitlement. This speeds 
download and significantly simplifies installation and configuration enabling teams to get up and 
running with Creo more quickly than ever before. 
More information will be shared at PTC's upcoming annual user event, PlanetPTC Live. 

Additional Resources:  
Creo Product Page (website) 

Creo Options Modeler (website) 

Creo Parametric (datasheet) 

Creo Layout (datasheet) 

Creo 2.0 Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) 

Creo 2.0 Top Ten Reasons to Upgrade (datasheet) 

Introduction to Creo Layout (video) 

Creo Ready Software and Hardware Partners 

Availability 
Creo Options Modeler is available for purchase today as an extension of Creo Parametric. It is expected 
to be available as a stand-alone app in June 2012. All other Creo 2.0 apps are available now. Active 
maintenance customers can download the release from the software downloads page on 
http://www.ptc.com. 

Click here to return to Contents 

PTC Extends Windchill Capabilities, Integrates with Integrity 
9 April 2012 

PTC® announced the latest version of its Windchill® product lifecycle management (PLM) software, 
which is now also integrated with PTC's recently acquired IntegrityTM software system lifecycle 
management technology. Windchill 10.1 introduces sweeping enhancements to the product's capabilities 
in a wide range of areas, while integrating Windchill with Integrity raises the bar for how manufacturers 
gather and manage requirements and trace related changes. In addition, Windchill MobileTM is now 
available from the Apple iTunes store for the iPad and iPhone. 

"At PTC, our goal is to help manufacturers find new ways to compete in their markets, and to make their 
success repeatable over time," said Brian Shepherd, executive vice president, PLM Segment, PTC. 
"With this new version of Windchill, we've not only enhanced a number of critical functional areas, but 
we've also made major improvements to the user experience and serviceability of the product across-the-
board. We believe that PTC is continuing to set the pace for the value companies can generate when 
they deploy enterprise-class PLM technology."  

Do More: Comprehensive Requirements Management from Integrity 

http://live.planetptc.com/
http://www.ptc.com/product/creo/
http://www.ptc.com/product/creo/options-modeler
http://www.ptc.com/view?im_dbkey=128131
http://www.ptc.com/view?im_dbkey=128140
http://www.ptc.com/view?im_dbkey=128541
http://www.ptc.com/view?im_dbkey=128393
http://www.ptc.com/view?im_dbkey=138392
http://www.ptc.com/view?im_dbkey=138770
https://www.ptc.com/appserver/cs/software_update/swupdate.jsp
http://www.ptc.com/
http://www.ptc.com/product/windchill/
http://www.mks.com/
http://www.ptc.com/view?im_dbkey=138689
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/windchill-mobile/id501201401?mt=8
http://www.ptc.com/
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Less than a year after being acquired by PTC Integrity is dramatically expanding PTC's footprint of 
capabilities. Specifically, PTC has integrated Windchill and Integrity to combine the rich, collaborative 
requirements authoring and management capabilities of Integrity with the powerful "flow-down" 
traceability offered in Windchill. This combination delivers powerful, comprehensive requirements 
management capabilities and enables manufacturers to improve product quality, reduce rework and 
improve time to market.  
In addition, Windchill now integrates with the software change and configuration management 
capabilities of Integrity - and other leading tools - to manage defects and issues, as well as enable 
software releases to be synchronized with product configurations.  
Requirements gathering and management is one of the most critical aspects of a product's lifecycle. 
According to industry analyst firm CIMdata, "Requirements management is all about balance-
preventing one class of requirements from overriding another is critical. Effective requirements 
management ensures that the voice of the customer is captured and managed throughout the lifecycle of 
the product. This enables a company to design, build, and deliver products and services that meet or 
exceed their customers' needs and expectations."[1] 
In addition, Windchill's core configuration management capabilities have been further enhanced to 
provide advanced support for configurable products.  Together with new digital mock-up capabilities in 
Creo® 2.0, these enhancements in Windchill contribute to PTC's AnyBOMTM Assembly technology 
vision; promising to give teams the power and scalability needed to create, validate and reuse 
information for modular product architectures. 
PTC is also extending the breadth of product-related content that can be managed in Windchill for retail 
and consumer product companies. With a new version of its FlexPLM technology, companies can now 
reference CAD models managed in a Windchill environment - giving retail product designers much 
greater visibility and understanding of how to work with products that have both hard and soft goods 
(e.g. a chair's frame and fabric). 
Know More: Track Compliance, Quality, Cost  
In the critical area of compliance, PTC has extended Windchill's capabilities for tracking and monitoring 
regulated materials use. For example, the recent Conflict Minerals legislation passed by the US 
Government drove the introduction of new management and reporting capabilities to help manufacturers 
identify and assess the compliance status of products containing the regulated minerals of tantalum, tin, 
tungsten, and gold and their many derivatives. This allows companies to effectively protect their 
corporate brands, mitigate risk of non-compliance with government regulations and customer 
requirements, and avoid possible fines and penalties. 
To further assist manufacturers with their quality initiatives, PTC has enhanced how Windchill analyzes 
the latest product structure information to provide early and accurate insight into product reliability. For 
example, critical-to-quality characteristics identified in Creo are automatically communicated to 
Windchill QualityTM offerings for risk and reliability analysis, associating these characteristics with the 
test plans and manufacturing controls designed to ensure their quality. A new Windchill Customer 
Experience ManagementTM module provides a highly-structured and automated process flow to trace 
and respond to customer complaints about product quality. This enables a company to consistently 
resolve quality issues in a manner compliant with government regulations or quality management 
standards. 
PTC has also enhanced how companies can accurately track product cost estimates and maintain related 

http://www.ptc.com/view?im_dbkey=138772
http://www.ptc.com/view?im_dbkey=138772
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historical information by managing and displaying product cost information in multiple currencies. 
Get More: Windchill Goes Mobile  

With the new release, PTC is introducing a new Windchill Mobile app, giving users instant "anytime, 
anywhere" access to current product and process information. Windchill Mobile includes an innovative 
"shake and break" capability that allows users to explode a product assembly by simply shaking their 
mobile device to see the internal parts in greater detail. This helps companies improve worker 
productivity, regardless of whether they're on the road, the manufacturing floor, or visiting a customer. 
Windchill Mobile is available today to download from the Apple iTunes store for both the iPad and 
iPhone. Windchill also now supports Apple users even if they aren't on a mobile device with support for 
Mac OS X.  
PTC has also simplified the Windchill system administration tools to improve reliability and lower 
overhead associated with running a Windchill installation. For example, the new PTC System Monitor 
continuously checks the Windchill production environment to give administrators greater visibility into 
system performance, allowing proactive detection of potential bottlenecks before they impact end users, 
and reducing time to repair.  
Finally, Windchill continues to build on the dramatic improvements PTC introduced in its user 
experience, making great use of graphical information and further simplifying workflows to accelerate 
tasks. For example, the new Relationship Explorer allows users to visually navigate between related 
parts, documents, CAD designs, requirements, and change objects. This allows users to quickly navigate 
across product structures to find the information they need. 
More information will be shared at PTC's upcoming annual user event, PlanetPTC Live.  

Additional Resources:  
What's New in Windchill (web site) 

Windchill Interactive Experience (web site) 

Windchill product page (web site) 

PTC's Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) Resource Center (web site) 

PTC's Quality Lifecycle Management Resource Center (web site) 

PTC's Product Analytics Resource Center (web site) 

Windchill 10.1 Frequently Asked Questions ( FAQ)  

What's new in Windchill 10.1 (video)  

Requirements Management (video)  

Windchill Mobile (video)  

Availability 
The Windchill capabilities described above are available now, with the exception of integration with 
Integrity (available in early May 2012), FlexPLM (available in May 2012) and Windchill Quality 
offerings (available in July 2012). The timing of any of these remaining product releases, and any 
features or functionality thereof, are subject to change at PTC's discretion. Active maintenance 
customers can download the release from the software downloads page on http://www.ptc.com.  

http://live.planetptc.com/
http://www.ptc.com/solutions/windchill-10
http://www.ptc.com/go/windchill10
http://www.ptc.com/product/windchill/Windchill%20page
http://www.ptc.com/solutions/product-lifecycle-management/index.htm
http://www.ptc.com/solutions/quality-lifecycle-management/index.htm
http://www.ptc.com/solutions/product-analytics-resource-center/index.htm
http://www.ptc.com/appserver/wcms/standards/textoimgothumb.jsp?&im_dbkey=138764&im_language=en
http://www.ptc.com/appserver/wcms/media/streamed.jsp?&im_dbkey=138567&im_language=en
http://www.ptc.com/view?im_dbkey=138687
http://www.ptc.com/view?im_dbkey=138689
https://www.ptc.com/appserver/cs/software_update/swupdate.jsp
http://www.ptc.com/
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[1] CIMdata, 2011 PLM Industry Review and Trends Report 
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QuadriSpace Releases 2012 Products for Manufacturing Documentation 
11 April 2012 

QuadriSpace™ Corporation announced the immediate availability of Pages3D 2012, Publisher3D 2012 
and Document3D Suite 2012. 
QuadriSpace software solutions are used worldwide to create manufacturing documents from 3D CAD 
models and then publish final documents to standard printed or interactive formats. Using the software, 
customers create 3D manufacturing instructions, 3D interactive service manuals, illustrated parts lists, 
technical illustrations and visual processes for assembly or disassembly in interactive 3D. All tools are 
CAD vendor independent and directly support importing 3D CAD and data files from products by 
Autodesk®, PTC®, SolidWorks®, Rhino® and other standard CAD programs. 
The 2012 version (http://www.quadrispace.com/m/2012/index.php) includes new tools to streamline the 
creation of exploded views. Exploded views are used often for manufacturing documentation and are a 
fundamental component of technical illustrations, part catalogs. They form the foundation for step-by-
step instructions sets. New tools make it easy to select multiple parts and then uniformly move them 
along a radial or linear path greatly simplifying this exploded view creation.  
With 2012, sharing 3D using 3D PDF becomes even easier and faster. New advances in technology 
incorporated into the 2012 version of QuadriSpace products result in published PDF files that are often 
less than half the size of previous versions of the software. Smaller files are easier to share through 
email, faster to download from the internet, open more rapidly and consume fewer system resources. 
Generally large models amplify this decrease in file size. Untextured large models can easily result in 
PDF files that are shrunk by 90% to 95% when compared to PDF files created with QuadriSpace’s 2011 
product line. 
Another significant improvement to 3D PDF publishing is the new ability to publish custom markups to 
PDF files. These markups are added to individually captured 3D views and are displayed dynamically as 
the view is recalled by clicking on a bookmark, button or table row. This is especially effective when 
combined with the ability to display descriptive text on the document page as illustrations are displayed. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Rapidform Releases Latest Versions of Reverse Engineering Software 
10 April 2012 

INUS Technology, Inc. announced that the next major release of its flagship reverse engineering 
software, Rapidform XOR, will begin shipping to customers today. Rapidform XOR is the only software 
that combines 3D scan data processing and parametric solid modeling to give users the ability to create 
intelligent CAD models from point clouds and polygon meshes. It is also the only 3D scanning software 
that creates native CAD models from scan data for SolidWorks, PTC Creo (Pro/E), Siemens NX, 
CATIA V4/V5, AutoCAD, and new for 2012, Autodesk Inventor. 

“Developing Rapidform from the user’s point of view, we have focused on three main themes: 
Automation, Performance and Superior User Experience,” explains Calvin Hur, CEO of INUS 

http://www.cimdata.com/publications/reports_purchase.html
http://www.quadrispace.com/m/2012/index.php
http://www.rapidform.com/
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Technology. “Simplification through automation makes it easier than ever to create feature-based CAD 
models from 3D scans. This new version of Rapidform XOR can cut the time needed to reverse engineer 
a scanned part by as much as half.” 
New technologies in Rapidform XOR3 SP1 save more time in creating parametric solids from 3D scans, 
Unlike other reverse engineering software, XOR makes real CAD features with parent-child 
relationships and design intent parameters. According to INDUS 3D models created in XOR are higher 
quality, easier to transfer into CAD, and are more easily edited than surface-based models. 
With this new release, XOR offers several new features to increase automation and efficiencies in the 
reverse engineering process. New features in Rapidform XOR3 SP1 include:  
Quick Modeling, a new way to create parametric feature based models using advanced technology that 
identifies and creates extrusions, revolutions, lofts, sweeps and pipes automatically 
Autodesk Inventor LiveTransfer to save native models in Inventor with complete feature trees 

Improved Auto Sketch to make accurate sketches easier and at least 50% faster 

CAD to Scan Alignment providing significant time savings on modeling arbitrary patterns 

Surfacing has also been improved in the upcoming release. Available in both Rapidform XOR and XOS, 
improved Auto Surfacing provides the convenience of automation with the control of manual surfacing. 
A new layout editing interface makes it easier to edit patch layout before completing the surfacing 
process, saving time and rework effort. Rapidform XOS3 SP1 will be available in May 2012. 
The latest versions of XOR and XOS are available in English, German, Chinese, Korean, Italian and 
Russian. 
For detailed information, overview videos and online training about these new features, visit 
http://www.rapidform.com/new. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Rapidform XOR3 SP1 Creates Native CAD Models for Autodesk Inventor 
10 April 2012 

INUS Technology, Inc. announced that the latest release of Rapidform XOR3 SP1 is directly compatible 
with Autodesk Inventor mechanical design software. Rapidform was the first 3D scanning software to 
feature direct interfaces to CAD software, enabling users to scan any object, generate parametric, 
feature-based models in Rapidform, and then transfer the complete model to their CAD application. 
These models include a complete history tree, which can then be transferred into Inventor as a native 
model. Rapidform XOR also has a direct interface for AutoCAD software and supports other Autodesk 
3D CAD software via industry standard file formats. 

With the release of Rapidform XOR3 SP1, users can open reverse engineered models as native geometry 
in Inventor 2010 – 2013 and AutoCAD 2007 – 2013. To be certified, the product must meet certain 
guidelines and demonstrate a high level of quality as well as compatibility with Autodesk Inventor. 
Certification is given only after the product has been tested and approved. 

“Rapidform XOR enables Autodesk Inventor software users to import parametric CAD models directly, 
speeding up productivity,” says Jim Quanci, Director of the Autodesk Developer Network. 
“Rapidform’s support in the Autodesk Certified Application Program demonstrates the company’s 

http://www.rapidform.com/about-us/press-news/rapidform-xor3-sp1-creates-native-cad-models-for-autodesk-inventor/
http://www.rapidform.com/new
http://www.rapidform.com/
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commitment to a higher level of integration between our two industry leading products.” 
Rapidform XOR’s unique CAD interoperability technology for direct 3D scan-to-CAD compatibility is 
named LiveTransfer. With LiveTransfer technology, Rapidform XOR communicates directly with 
compatible CAD products to transfer the model step-by-step with a complete feature tree intact, 
resulting in a native CAD model that is fully editable. LiveTransfer interfaces are included at no cost in 
every license of Rapidform XOR3 SP1 being released in spring 2012. 
Cleber Bombem of RGB Services in Sao Paulo, Brazil, remarked that “We were very happy with this 
great news! Many people in Brazil use Inventor, and certainly this new version of Rapidform XOR will 
be very useful for anyone who wants to 3D scan and create parametric Inventor models!” 
According to INDUS, Rapidform is the only software that combines 3D scan data processing with 
sketching and solid modeling capabilities, not just surface extraction. This makes it easy to create high 
quality, ready to manufacture real CAD models, not just “CAD-ready” surfaces. Indeed, Rapidform 
XOR is the fastest path from 3D scans to CAD. For more information about Inventor LiveTransfer and 
other new features coming in Rapidform XOR3 SP1, visit www.rapidform.com/new 

Click here to return to Contents 

SKA “Perfect Example of VERO Vision” 
12 April 2012 

The Brazilian CNC software specialist, SKA, has added two additional packages to its stable, aimed at 
mold, tool and die shops. 

SKA President Siegfried Koelin says: “We’ve worked with Edgecam for more than 12 years, securing a 
strong position in the Brazilian production machining market. Adding Machining STRATEGIST and 
VISI Progress means we can now do the same in the complementary sectors of mold and die.” 

“The complementary products across the Group address the worldwide need for CAD/CAM/CAE 
technology in a large variety of focussed manufacturing processes. It means SKA can now provide these 
additional solutions to their industrial and education sector customers throughout Brazil,” says Richard 
Youhill.  

SKA supplies software which helps manufacturing companies achieve greater productivity and 
efficiency. The company was Planit’s American Edgecam Reseller of the Year in 2011, the fifth 
consecutive year that they scooped a top accolade at Planit’s annual resellers conference. Recognized for 
strength and constant growth, SKA provides ongoing support from an experienced team, developing and 
implementing solutions that fit the specific needs of individual customers. 

Steve Sivitter, Vero’s Americas Regional Director, says: “It was a natural expansion for SKA to take on 
the distribution of Machining STRATEGIST and VISI Progress, as existing production machining 
customers and partners who also work in the mold, tool and die sector, along with a range of new 
customers, will benefit from this software.” 

VISI Progress is dedicated software for the design of progressive dies and press tools. Industry-specific 
functionality reduces the potential for error and improves manufacturing productivity. It unfolds both 
surface and solid models using a geometry-based algorithm. Step by step unfolding allows designers to 
plan each forming stage by dynamically adjusting bend angles. Other features include intelligent punch 
management, user-defined tool templates, an automatic link to plate manufacture, associative tool 

http://www.rapidform.com/new
http://www.ska.com.br/
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detailing, and automatic Bill Of Materials creation.  
New CAM developments in the latest release of Machining STRATEGIST include: 

HM Waterline Passes - A finishing strategy combining all the benefits of a traditional waterline 
operation with a 3D pocketing routine that interacts with the main strategy whenever the shallow area 
between consecutive passes allows the insertion of additional passes. This method gives an optimal 
finish over the entire part, helping to extend tool life and produce parts with excellent surface finish. 
HM Rib Machining Passes - A new strategy designed to machine very thin walls, often in exotic 
materials where a traditional machining approach can be difficult and risky, specifically towards the end 
of the process when the rib is subjected to high frequency vibrations and micro-flexes. It combines a 
new roughing toolpath with a finishing strategy to create a unique toolpath preserving the highest 
possible part rigidity. 

Click here to return to Contents 

SoftInWay Joins Autodesk Developer Network 
11 April 2012 

SoftInWay Inc announced that it is now an Autodesk Authorized Developer partner for Autodesk.  

Since 1999, SoftInWay has been supporting OEM, Service Providers, Universities and Research Labs 
with Turbomachinery Design services. In 2005, SoftInWay released the first product AxSTREAM, 
which quickly became the “gold standard” software for rapid preliminary design, analysis and 
optimization of turbomachinery. Together, the two companies hope to bring a more integrated design 
environment for turbomachinery engineers. SoftInWay is releasing several new products in 2012 and 
this partnership and integration possibilities have opened significant opportunities to solve complex 
engineering problems for the end users, saving them time and money.  

“We are pleased to welcome SoftInWay to the Autodesk developer family,” said Jim Quanci, director of 
the Autodesk Developer Network. “SoftInWay is an engineering company that specializes in developing 
efficient and durable turbomachinery and we hope that this partnership will help to expand the 
capabilities of the design process for our customers, as well as make it more flexible and agile.”  

With the rising oil prices and exponential growth in demand for energy, companies and governments are 
investing significant resources into creating new innovative technologies as well as improving the 
efficiency and durability of existing technologies. A great deal of SoftInWay customers have been using 
Autodesk products and conversely a number of major Autodesk Inventor software users who design 
turbomachinery, are using the main SoftInWay product, AxSTREAM.  

“By offering new solutions to the market which can ‘speak’ the same language, we hope to make it 
easier for our clients to develop and optimize next generation turbomachinery. With our new product 
coming to market, AxSTREAM Hydro - a software for pump design, analysis and optimization, as well 
as several other tools in the pipeline, we hope that this is a beginning of a beautiful partnership, allowing 
our mutual clients to unlock additional value in their design process”, said Valentine Moroz, Chief 
Operating Officer at SoftInWay Inc.  

Click here to return to Contents 
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TurboCAD Deluxe 19 Updated 
10 April 2012 

IMSI®/Design announced the release of TurboCAD Deluxe 19. 

TurboCAD Deluxe 19's significant enhancements include: 

•Updated LightWorks Rendering Engine: Enhancements include new styles and shader, as well as 
HTML documentation. 
•New Material Editor: Streamlined material location, selection, application, and editing. Material, 
render, environment and luminance settings now completely integrated into one common universal 
editor for LightWorks®. 

•New Compass Rose: Icon can now be placed in your design to displays north direction. 

•New Draw by Layer PLUS: New setting allows users to apply general property changes to all tool 
presets. 

•New "Keep Center of Extents" Selector Mode Option: New selector mode option scales around the 
center point of an object making changes symmetric. 

•Improved Standard Modify Tools: Standard modify tools, such as Trim, Split, and Meet 2 Lines, now 
work with walls. 

•Improved Join Polyline: Join arcs, bulge polylines and 3D polylines with fillets. 

•New/Improved 1stPricing Palette: Online, real-time price quotes. Includes support for parametric 
windows, doors, and skylights. 

•New Icons for a Modern Look: Optional updated program icons and menu colors to a more 
contemporary look. 

•New AutoUpdate: Automatically notifies and downloads the latest TurboCAD update. 

•Improved DWG/DXF Filters: A range of continued enhancements for working with the latest 
AutoCAD® and AutoCAD LT 2010 / 2011 / 2012 files. 

Availability and Pricing 
TurboCAD Deluxe 19 is now available from IMSI/Design for $129.99 

For a quick YouTube overview of some of the new features in TurboCAD v19 (Deluxe, Pro and 
Platinum), please visit http://youtu.be/JunuCci1Vds. 

For more information or to upgrade online, please visit http://www.TurboCAD.com 

Click here to return to Contents 

Vuuch Enterprise Social Software Naturally Drives Actionable Outcomes 
9 April 2012 

Vuuch announced the availability of Vuuch™ V5. The new release includes deliverable-specific 
dashboards and timelines, Facebook-like threaded discussions, and integration with Microsoft Project®. 
Altogether, the new features make it easier for teams to interact, discuss projects, and make better 
decisions, faster.  

http://youtu.be/JunuCci1Vds
http://www.turbocad.com/
http://www.vuuch.com/
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“Consumer social tools connect people based on relationships, sometimes called friending. First 
generation enterprise social software uses this inappropriate friending model for making connections. 
Vuuch is the only social @ work solution that connects people based on the work they are involved 
with. Deliverable centric connections allow a team to drive actionable outcome and channel the flow of 
information that leads to the conclusion of a project, and the conversation around it,” said Vuuch CEO 
Chris Williams. “The Vuuch deliverable-centric social approach keeps teams centered on what matters 
by centering discussions on the team's deliverables.”  
“Email accounts for a majority of our project collaboration, which leads to things falling through the 
cracks, or worse, valuable knowledge and information is lost. Vuuch not only centralizes this 
information, but also relates it to particular deliverables, such as parts and specs,” said Shane Bustle, 
Senior Design Engineer, Rubbermaid Medical Solutions. “The more we use Vuuch, the more we find it 
ensures our team is better synchronized, and able to reach decisions and complete projects faster.”  

New and Improved Features in Vuuch V5  
Deliverable-Centric Dashboards and Timelines: Every deliverable is represented in Vuuch with a 
Facebook-like Page, which displays related discussions as a dashboard for each person involved, and 
shows how the discussions converge with respect to the plan. Vuuch pages are organized in multiple 
structures and each node generates  
dashboards and timelines across the structure. This keeps a team centered on what matters most -- 
project deliverables.  
Facebook-Like Threaded Discussions: Vuuch V5 enhances activity threads by making the interaction 
work like Facebook, making it even easier to deploy Vuuch across everyone involved.  
Integration with Microsoft Project: Project managers have forever tracked an issue list in addition to, or 
even in place of, their project plan. The Vuuch V5 plug-in for Microsoft Project rolls project details up 
to the Microsoft Project plan in real-time, so teams can fully understand how detailed issue impact the 
plan.  
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